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BNAPEX 1977
SAULT STE. MARIE

SEPTEMBER

9

THUNDER BAY

SEPTEMBER 10

WINNIPEG

SEPTEMBER 11

REGINA •

SEPTEMBER 12

EDMONTON

SEPTEMBER 13-18

This is George Wegg's proposed itinerary for mid-September. The
hope is to buy good collections at some or all of these cities (or
anywhere else near this route). We are serious buyers and would
like to hear from you and make an appointment in advance.

~eorge ~.

Wegg lLtb.

36 VICTORIA STREET
(half a block north of the King Edward Hotel)

TORONTO, CANADA M5C 2N8

Telephone:
(416) 363-1596-7

We are Canadian Agents for

Robson Lowe Limited, London, England

....-----liiRH 1
--l---~--~·--··-J
ORGANIZATION

Adler, Ashbrook
Betrlx, Burrus
Caspary, Cromwell
Dale, Dietz Sr.
Elkins, Everard
Faberge, Farouk
Geldert, Goodklnd
Hessel, Hind
lmpey, Ingersoll
James, Judas
Kleeman, Kobacker
Lagerloef, Lek
Menjou, Moody

Nettel, Noonan
Oakley, Odeta
Parker, Penfold
Qualler,. Quinn
Roosevelt, Rust
Shenfleld, Stelnway
Tlttmann, Teichert
Ueland, Utassy
Von Schrlltz, Van Elkan
Waterhouse, Woodward

x••

Yardley, Yount
Zervas, Zunz

••Any of the thousands of collectors who wished to remain anonymous.

In Collections sold .. . .. .
In philatelic knowledge available ..... .
In their specially designed offices ... .. .
In their professionally produced catalogues .... . .
In all matters philatelic .. ... .
The H.R. HARMER ORGANIZATION COVERS FROM A TO Z.

SELLING?
Join Harmer's "Roll of Distinguished Philatelists" and request the revised
edition of our booklet " Modern Methods of Philatelic Selling".

H. R. HARMER, INC.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 757-4460
INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONS- NEW YORK- LONDON -
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Wellington Square Mall, lower level, london, Ontario, Canada

PUBLIC STAMP AUCTIONS
OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Including choice single items and larger lots
HELD 5 OR 6 TIMES A YEAR
We will be glad to send a sample catalogue of our next auction
upon request. Catalogues and prices realized will be shipped automatically to you, when available for $5.00 per year.

SELLING?
Whether you have decided to sell your duplicate
material or your collection proper, we can offer
COMPETITIVE COMMISSION RATES
REASONABLE SIZED LOTS
FAST SALE THROUGH OUR FREQUENT AUCTIONS

L.C.D. STAMP COMPANY INC.
Wellington Square Mall, Lower MaD
London, Ontario, Canada
N6A3N7
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TIME

TO

REGISTER!

BNAPEX '77
Convention
at the new
EDMONTON PLAZA HOTEL
Edmonton, Alberta
SEPT., 15 to 17, 1977
* * *
Plan to aHend BNAPEX '77. Within easy travel
distance of Canada's magnificent mountain
scenery- Banff, Lake Louise, and Jasper.
We will help with travel information
Contact our Committee

BNAPEX '77 CONVENTION
BOX 9124, STATION 'E'
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
TSP 4K2
Applications from B.N.A. Dealers for Bourse
Are Welcome
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HISTORICAL NOTE
J>BP.ART.V:ENT t:ll<C.Ul,A/l.

ogNERAL 110S'r OFFICE,

(lm:f,r.c,_ ____Ji,l!J,

1~3.

I forward for yonr ob~rvation and guidance, two sheets, supplied
by the General Post Offire, London, promulgating the Instructions and the
R ates of po~tu;:e connectl!d witli the new Com·cntion betwean tho Oovllrnments of Great Britain and France for tho (~orrcspondence between the two
Couutrie~t, (indu,ling the Colonies of the foruwr) so fur as the same are
appliral>lo to Canada. In doing thi~ I tl1ink it rigl1t with the view of
insurin~t uniformity of practice in converting the postage charge into Curr~:nc1 .
t•> furnish her.,with a detaill!d list of the sevcml RlltE:s (which are ~ta' :i n.
Sterling in the Ord,r) nud opposite to e.wh, the exact Currency amut•nt
produced by tile conversion, vi:r. :
STBRLINO.
CoKR~>NC 'L
SnnuNo.
CuaaaNcY.
S. .D.
8. D.
S. D.
s, D.
2 0 is cquh•alent to 2 21
4 -! j11 equiyalent to 4 ]0
2 l} •••••••" ••• • • ••i ttl4 6 .... .... ··"········ .. 5 0

2 8 .......'• ..... .. 8 0
!l s .......•• ....... s 1

2
i
3
3

l0 .. .....''.. . ••.. 3
Jt ••••••• •' ••• •••• 3
0 .•••... •',,,, ,, ,3
2 ....... '• ....... 8
s s.... ···"·· ... ..8
8 4 ....... ''.... . .. 3

~

3

6

1 ••.••. . ... •' •.••••••.. 6 91-

4
6!
7t

6
6
6
6

8 .... ...... ••........ ,.6
5 .... . ..... •' ..........7
6 .... ······"··· · .. ..••7
9 .... ······''·· .... ....7

~
5 .• •.. •• ~· .•.• .• 3 10
.s ..•.. ..'· ....... s Jl.
3 8 •• ......... . . ,, •• 4 1
3 10., ... , , '' , ,, ..• . 4 3}

s

:t

4 8 ....... .. . ".......•.. 5 ii
;J 3 .......... ".....••... 5 10
() o... . ···~··'- ......... .6 8
IIi
2
3
6

7 6 .... .•.. • :" ••••••... .8 4

7 9 . ... ... ... •• ..•.. .... 8 7t
8 0 . . • , ..... ·''· •.•• . • •.• B 11
- - - - and so ou.

You will understand tlutt the rate tlms JH'(•£rribl'll cututitutcs tl1e wlwlc
. r!Jar~l! upon the letter from any part of Cuuatfa, to th13 vlar.cs ur countri .,~
rlosignaterl on tho 'l'ablea !-For example, for a Letter pollt~d ut 'l'uroutu
addre~rl In Fr11m~c or Al~;erin, if' Ullji!Jid, no mte is to he o.OixeJ in this
country. If prepaid, and wei~~:hing unJet· a :} o.-.., the rating must l.oc thu~
~tated, on the left band upper corner of the letter, in red ink, viz .
s. D.

'2 0
5
2 5 Stg. <'tJiml tu 2s. f.\6•1. Cy.

--==

If weighing :l o:r.. nnd not exceed in~ i nn o.-..-tl.us 2 0
.
10

2 10 Stg. equal to 3s. 2 Cy.
~

If exc:eeding i 11n o:-.. auo under f of an o:r..-thus 4 0
1 8

5 S Stg. equal to:5s IOd. Cy.

=
and eo on-the rule bP.ing to add one ninth to tbo Sterling rate.

You will of course further understand that all those Letters are

to bt.l forwarded on the Quebec Office, in tbe same way tbat is prartiaecl
with Packet Letters addreaed to Great Britain.

T. A. STAYNER,

J>. P. Mr. Gcol.

'l'o the Puttmasfer
at
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ALBERTA BOUND?
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FORT EDMONTON, N.W.T.
The first post office bea rings this name was established within the
fort under Richard Hardisty in 1878. In Decem ber 1883 Mr. A. D.
Osborne became postmaster and the post office was moved to ·1he
business district of the v illage. At this time "Fort" was dropped from
the name but the old postal markings remained in use u ntil abo ut
1886. Population of Fort Edmonton in 188 1 was listed as 263.
8 I BNA TOPICS / JULY-AUGUST, 1977

EDMONTON, ALBERTA
An authentic reproduction of the old fort has been built on the bank
of the North Saskatchewan River. Edmonton, today, is an e xtremely
progressive city with a population in excess of 500,000.

BNAPEX '77
Will be held in the new modern Edmonton Plaza Hotel minutes' walk
from the new Edmonton Centre shopping complex, and all other downtown attractions. Our new ultra-modern Citadel theatre and library
adjoin the hotel.
less than a one-day drive are the famous mountain resorts of
Jasper, Banff and lake louise.
Contact us for any information you may wish regarding travel
accommodation, scenic attractions, etc. We have a committee formed
which will help you in any way.

A SUGGESTION
If you are planning a sightseeing trip through our magnificent mountain scenery, we suggest you do the trip first and end up in Edmonton
for the Convention. The season starts to close in after labour Day
and you will find certain things closed down for the season by the
time the Convention is over.

REMEMBER
THE BIG ATTRACTION OF ALBERTA IN SEPTEMBER IS BNAPEX '77,
closely followed by Banff, lake Louise, Jasper, Columbia ice fields,
Maligne Lake, Peyto lake, Mount Edith Cavell-we could go on and on.

DON'T MISS IT!

SEND YOUR RESERVATION TODAY!

BOX 9124, STATION "E", EDMONTON, ALBERTA
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THE WAR ISSUE CHRISTMAS
BOOKLET
by A. L.
A note from the Deputy Postmaster Gen·
eral, dated November 16, 1946 started the
ball rolling for the Christmas booklet. It
was addressed to Mr. Deauville and said,
"Will you please speak to me at an early
date about the possibility of getting out
stamp books for sale at Christmas?"
On August 1, 1947 Mr. Deauville wrote
t.o Mr. Avery, the Acting Financial Super·
intendent about "the desire of the Deputy
Postmaster General that special Christmas
postage stamp books be prepared for sale
to the public during the Christmas season."
On August 15, 1947, the D.P.M.G., Mr.
Turnbull wrote the Canadian Bank Note
Company that "for some time I have had
in mind the question of issuin.g a gift bookJet of postage stamps to sell for $1.00, with
the idea that such a booklet is very likely
to prove popular with the public for gift
purposes, especially during the Christmas
season.
"I enclose a dummy booklet which has
been made up to indicate the contents and
general format which seems most suitable.
The stamps consist of 8x7c Air Mail, 6x4c
and 6x3c postage and six air mail stickers,
the face value of the stamps being 98c and
the selling price of the booklet to be $1.00."
This was acknowledged by the Bank
Note Co. on August 16, 1947 and on
August 19, 1947 the Bank Note Co. gave
a quote of "$20.50 per 1,000 books" on a
q uantity order of 500,000. It also noted
"in addition, there would be the contract
price for making the engraving, namely7 cents Air Mail ............ $500.00
4 cents Postage Stamp ... . 400.00
3 cents Postage Stamp .... 400.00
Total ......
... ........$1300.00
On Sept. 15, 1947 Mr. Turnbull told the
Bank Note Co. to proceed with the engraving of the plates for the booklet stamps. In
the Bank Note Company's acknowledg·
ment of this order it was noted "because
the 3-cents and 4-cents denominations are
not exactly dJ uble the size of the 7-cents
10 / BNA TOPICS / JULY-AUGUST, 1977
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air mail stamp, in order to make the re·
spective panes of stamps the same size, it
will be necessary to adjust the margin between the stamps." Instead of this it was
decided "to draw in the space between the
7c air mail stamps."
On Oct 22, 1947, the Bank Note Co.
submitted for approval "a proof of the advertising and postal information to be included in the gift booklets of postage
stamps." This was returned by Mr. Deauville on October 23, 1947, O.K.'d with
slight amendments. A proof of the advertising material and postal information in
French was submitted to the P.O.D. on
Oct. 30, 1947. Because part of the order
for booklets was to be in French the Bank
Note Co. submitted a new quotation of
$21.25 per I 000 books for 400,000 English
and 100,000 French booklets because "we
had to make a complete set of printing
plates for the French booklets which was
not understood when we submitted our
first quotation."
A letter from Mr. Deauville of Nov.
13, 1947 noted that "owing to the wider
selvedge required on the inner edge of the
panes of stamps, none of the existing plates
could be used for production of the 'gift'
booklets."
There was a revision in the meantime
and two pages of air mail stickers were included in a new format for the booklet.
On Nov. 19, 1947 a notice announced
this new booklet was sent to the public relations department and the booklet was announced in the Nov. 22, 1947 Weekly Post
Office Bulletin.
A memorandum of the D.P.M.G. to the
P.M.G. dated Nov. 24, 1947, noted "the
Department is issuing today a new type of
postage stamp booklet which has been designed for gift purposes."
A Jetter from the Canad ian Bank Note
Co., dated Dec. 9, 1947, noted there was
an overrun of "4,500- $1.00 Gift booklets,
English in excess of the amount called for
on your requisition No. 276." This overrun
was picked up by the Post Office with an

additional order on January 5, 1948.
A statement of Feb. 2, 1948 noted the
distribution of these booklets.
Total received from manufacturer, 504,500
Total issued to Depots in Nov. 1947:
Charlottetown ............. ........... .... 4,000
Halifax . ....................... ........... 20,000
Saint John ........... ...... ...... ........ ... 12,000
Quebec ............ ......... ...... ........... 20,000
Montreat ...... ............ ...... ......... ... 30,000
Ottawa .... .............. ......... .... ....... 12,000
North Bay ................................ 4,000
London ..................................... 12,000
Toronto .
.. .. .......................... 20,000
Winnipeg
.............................. . 16,000
Regina
... .. .......... .. ....... .. .... .. .. 12,000
Saskatoon
............................. 12,000
Calgary
.. .... .. .. ... ........ 12,000
Edmonton .......................... 12,000
Vancouver .................................. 20,000
Victoria ......... ...... ....................... 6,000
Philatelic .................................... 2,000
Total .. .. . . .. .................. 226,000
Total issued to Philatelic Section and
Depots from Dec. I, 1947 to June 30, 1948
- 6,756 (400 French to Winnipeg, balance
to Philatelic section).
None issued since June 30, 1948.
Total returned from Dec. I , 1947 to
Jan. 31, 1948-22,121.
Total in stock at present in Postage
Stamp Division - 271,744.
From April, 1948 to March, 1950 only
I ,500 of these booklets were sent out to
the depots; 1,000 French to Winnipeg in
October 1948, and 500 to Newfoundland
in September 1949, along with 3,025 to the
Philatelic section. In the same period the
Philatelic section sold 5, 104. As at March
1950 the Philatelic section had 745 booklets
in stock and the Postage Stamp Division
291 ,Q30.
On April 6, 1950 it was decided "that
these stamps are to be removed from the
books and sold to the general public." The
staff ( of depot post offices) are to remove
the stamps from the books and credit is to
be claimed at Item 22B in the Cash Accounts for the empty covers at the rate of
2 cents per cover. The covers are to be
destroyed by fire . .. " At the same time all
postmasters were d irected to return any of
these booklets in stock to the Postage Stamp
Division at Ottawa. The amount of the
booklets sent out to the depots for destruction in this manner at this time was 291,030.
The distribution was completed by May ~.
1950.

A further memo to postmasters at Postage Stamp Depots allowed them to ·•assemble these stamps in sealed packages of
100 stamps and issue them to outside post·
masters when requisitions are received fo ~
this denomination." This, of course, referred to the 7c booklet stamps.
Besides those sent out to the depots the
depots also destroyed those books they had
on band from older stock. To give an example, Halifax received 25,000 books to
destroy and had an additional 14,750 on
hand which were also de.stroyed, as 39,750
covers were claimed at 2c each. If one
were to examine the accounts for this per·
iod from all the depots it would be possible
to figure out bow may were destroyed but
I feel it would be safe to say if Halifax
only sold 25% of its allotment and only
about 50% of the total were ever sent out,
it is probable that only about 75,000 of
these booklets were ever sold across the
counter of which there probably could not
have been over I 0,000 in French.
The following are some items of special
post card postal stationery, together with
the requisition numbers, dates of requisition, quantity and description as gleaned
from official post office and British American Bank Note Company correspondence:
No. 7-May 27, 1930-55,000 lc regular
Post Cards, English, size 5 15/32" by 4''
(Webb No. P42e). Delivery was on May
30, 1930.
No. 18-Sept. 25, 1930-5,000 lc Post
Cards, double the size of the ordinary, with
inscription "Canada Post Card".
No. 32-March 9, 1931- 60,000 lc regular Post Cards, English, size 5 15/ 32"x4",
same as requisition No. 7, for the City of
Edmonton Telephone System of Edmonton, Alberta.
No. 38-April 24, 193 1- 100,000 \tlc
E nglish Business Reply Post Cards and
300,000 lc Advertising Post Cards, eight
on a sheet manufactured from special stock.
No. 39- May 4, 1931-5,000 lc Post
Cards, double the size of the ordinary, with
the inscription "Canada Post Card" with·
out the crease in center for folding. Delivery was made May 5, 193 1.
No. 46--Aug. 19, 1931- 500,000 1c Post
Cards, precancelled, eight on a sheet. 6,000
were delivered Aug. 19, 1931 and 150,000
on Aug. 25, 1931.
No. 52- Nov. 5, 1931- 10,000 lc+ lc
Reply Post Cards without printing, excepting lc postage stamps (unrecorded) .
BNA TOPICS /
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No. 58-Jan. 25, 1932- 6,200 lc Post
Cards as requisition No. 39 above.
No. 62-Feb. 12, 1932-1 0,000 1c Post
Cards as requisition No. 39 above.
No. 66- April 6, 1932- 10,000 1c Post
Cards as requisition No. 39 above.
No. 68- April 13, 1932-10,000 1c Post
Cards, size 3¥1 "x6 1h ", inscribed "Private
Card Canadian Club Vancouver" instead
of the usual inscription "Canada Post Card".
This appears to be unrecorded.
No. 70-May 2, 1932-60,000 lc cent
cards as requisition No. 32.
No. 82-0ct. 19, 1932-5,000 1 cent
cards as requisition No. 39.
No. 86- 0ct. 24, 1932- 300,000 lc Ad-

vertising Postcards precancelled eight on a
sheet.
No. 89- Nov. 8, 1932- 250,000 lc regu·
lar Post Cards, single and 250,000 lc regular
Post Cards, three on a sheet, printed on
special stock.
No. 93- Dec. 22, 1932-10,000 lc Post
Cards as requisition No. 68.
No. 102- June 6, 1933-4,000 1c Advertising Post Cards, precancelled, eight
on a sheet. (These were the remainders of
the 1930 issue cleared out to the post
office.)
The information in the above article was
obtained from postal records by the author
courtesy of the National Postal Museum.

+ II GJ.B CIIIBI+
by FRED STULBERG

Toronto mutilated Berri duplex.

12
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Cobourg mutilated Berri duplex.

THE BERRI MUTILATES - A THEORY
Almost the first day that postal devices
were issued to mark stamps so that they
could not be used again for postage, some
postmasters were prepared to exercise individual artistry by changing their design.
Thus several of the seven concentric ring
hammers have been noted to produce a
mark with some rings removed or with
pie-shaped or linear cuts. However, the first
mutilates to gain special recognition were
those of the Berri duplexes.
The Berri duplex devices were made in
England by D. G. Berri and were issued
to 21 post offices in Canada from 1860
until just prior to Confederation seven
years later. All in all, close to 60 distinctively different hammers were issued to
these offices. All had two heads - one with
a circular grid to cancel the stamp and the
other with the post office identification
dater (circular date stamp). Its purpose
was to expedite the handling of mail by
combining two operations. The full story of
these interesting marks can be found in
Canadian Duplex Cancellations by A. E.
Smythies.
However, no matter how interesting is
the normal story, unusual attention is usu-

ally generated by the irregularities. In this
case the focus is on the hammers of Toronto and Cobourg. Both received regular
implements in 1860 and both used mutilated devices in late 1866. However, there
appears more to this story than one mere
coincidence of isolated artistic expression.
Significant is the fact that the segmentation of the grid is almost identical in each
case. There were eight vertical cuts producing 89 dashes. The cuts were so uniform and precise that the killers look the
same in both cases. So close is the similarity that one can rule out the possibility that
these were produced in different places at
different times. A likely theory is that both
devices required repair at the same time
and, rather than send them back to England, they were sent to a Canadian manufacturer who decided to strengthen the
killer design of the grid of each of them in
the same way. This would explain the
s1riking similarity.
Although neither of these marks is
common, the Cobourg one is much more
elusive.
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"MORRIS STREET, HALIFAX"
by

DR. CHARLES HOLLINGSWORTH

For many years during the course of
collecting Canadian Street cancels - in the
days when these were available at reasonable prices- I have made a point of keeping every copy of the Morris Street c.d.s.
that came my way and stated years ago
that when I reached the grand total of 500
copies I would publish my findings. My
total now stands at 532 different dates and
time marks and as the supply appears to
have dried up, here is my story of this
postmark.
Some historical facts gleaned from the
Postmaster-General are as follows:
Its official name is "Halifax Sub No. 2,
N.S." and it was established on 1st May
J 896 under the name of Morris Street. It
closed on 30th September 1901 and reopened on 4th September 1902. On 31st
August 1924 the name was changed to
Halifax Sub. No. 2. It closed again in 1944

14
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and re-opened again on 3rd February 1949.
The two postmasters during the period
of my postmark researches are:
Louis J. Mylius - 1 May 1895 to 28
Sept. 1901; Henry J. Hollett - 4 Sept.
1902 to April 1924.
The strikes of the Morris Street c.d.s. are
characterized by their clearness and by the
fact that the majority are struck correctly
aligned to the stamp. Presumably the earliest date must be 1st May 1895 but the
earliest so far recorded is 30 May 1895.
The latest date that I have is 30 September 1901 which is the actual date of the
end of the first period of life of the Post
Office - it closed on this day according to
the data from the P.M.G. It re-opened on
4th September 1902 and I have seen no
dates within this second period.

Four time marks were used normall y
above the date: I, 2, 3, 4. Whilst I have no
definite information on this point, I assume
that th e first collection of the day would
be about breakfast time ( 1), the second
about midday (2 ), the third about 6:00
p.m. ( 3) and the fourth in the late evening. As will be shown, the most commonly occurring time mark is "3" which
would fit in with the above suggestions, a.s
this is always a busy time with the clearing
of office mail. Similarly the fourth collection in late evening would be expected to
be the smallest. Whereas the first three
time marks were used throughout the life
of the postmark, I have noted no copies of
"4" after the end of 1896, my latest one
being 29 December 1896.
Jn addition to these four normal time
marks, blanks occur very rarely and on
one occasion only in my series, "0". The
relative frequency of occurrence of these
time marks is as follows:
1 ............ ...... ... ... ... ... ... . 128 (23.97%)
2 .... ........................ ...... 104 (19.54%)
3 ......... ............ ...... ....... 262 (49.24%)
4 .......... ... ... ................ .. 34 (6.39%)
3 (0.56%)
Blank ......................... .
I (0.18%)
0 ............................... ..
532
The three blanks are dated Wednesday 11
Dec. 1895; Saturday II. June 1898 and
Wednesday 22 May 1895. The "0" is dated
Tuesday 11th August 1896. The dates of
time mark "4" showed no specific days or
dates. I have noted the use of the postmark on Christmas Day 1896 with time
mark "2" and on Sundays 14 February
1897, 21 February 1897, 30 May 1897 and
4 July 1897.
These notes leave a number of gaps to
be filled and any further information from
those holding hundreds of copies or even
just the odd one would be appreciatod and
recorded in these columns in due course.
Morris Street had a roller postmark
also at this time and again it has features
of interest. I have no copies on cover so
am unable to give any dates of use but I
have it on stamps from the Small Queens to
the M aple Leaf Issue. The roller is type
Vc-Morris St. over H alifax N.S., with
number "1" between bars. The late E. A.
Smythies confirmed that the roller bore
three impressions, each separately engraved and distinguishable by minor differ8NA TOPICS
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ences. The differences between two of the
impressions is slight but the third is easily
distinguished. Between the first two the
main difference is the relation of the "S"
of "St'' to the "N" of N.S.- either exactly
above or slightly to the right, whilst the
third one shows many differences in the
relation of the letters of Morris St. to those
of Halifax N.S., as the illustrations show.
As with the c.d.s. the strikes made by
the roller are always clear and in my copies
are strictly aligned either vertically or horizontally across the stamp.
REFERENCES

I. "Notes on roller cancellations 18901911", by Dr. C. W. Hollingsworth,

Maple Leaves, Vol. 10, No. 6 (Aug.
1964) p. 144.
2. "Canadian Roller Cancellations 1894",
by E. A. Smytbies, published by C.P.S.
of G.B.
My thanks to many collectors who have
checked the dates of use of Morris Street
and other Street cancels particularly J .
Millar Allen, J. Allott, Dr. M. W. Carstairs, J. J. Bonar, D. A. Crawford, H. Harrison, G. Hicks, C. King, L. M. Ludlow,
W. Rorke, J. Siverts, Dr. A. Whitehead,
E. A. Smythies, Col. D. McLellan, Aubrey
Smith, and to R. M. Doull who also obtained the information from P.M.G.

CANADIAN AIRPORT MAIL
FACILITIES
by W. G.
PART 8- FURTHER AMENDMENTS
AND ADDITIONS TO LISTS
PUBLISHED IN PARTS 2 TO 7
Since the first amendment list appeared in
''Topics" several months ago, twenty additional listings have been reported by our
sharp-eyed readers, three markings which
were listed as "Proof Only" have been reported in use, and fifty-seven extensions to
dates of usage have been recorded.
None of these markings are, common.
Very little mail is postmarked at the few

ROBINSON

remaining installations, and cancellations
from the closed facilities are most elusive.
We hope that publication of these check
lists has excited interest in the subject, and
that additional reports will continue to be
sent to the writer at 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3A7, or to J. S. Purcell,
6 Richardson Dr., Kingston, Ont. K7M 2S6.
Sincere thanks are again extended to the
many members who have made these articles possible through their careful and detailed reporting.

Am MAIL FACJLinES CANCELLATIONS
ADDITIONS TO LISTS PUBLJSHED IN PARTS 2 TO 7 OF SERIES

Number
N- lA
2B
2C
2D
SA
6B
7A
I lA
13A
14A
M-2A
Q OD

OE
28A
31A
0·24A
49A
W- JA
24A
43A

Type
In.Krlptlon
R.F. P eriod
1947
22b
170
AIRMAIL/ GANDER, NFLD.
1944-7
8
ISO
GANDER / NFLD.
GANDER/NFLD.
s 200 1943
GANDER/ NEWF'D
s 200 1942-7
Gooru Airport;Labrador
23c 200
1948-9
R-2a 200
J96S
GOOSE AIRPORT/ LABRADOR. NFLD
llf
200
1948·9
Goose Airport. Labrador/ Sub Office A
33a 200
1954
Y 316/000SE AIRPORT/ SUB A/ NFLD
R-2b 200
196S
GOOSE AIRPORT, NFLD/ SUB A
GOOSE AIRPORT/LABRADOR, NFLD
36b 170
19~3
AIR MAIL SECTION/HALIFAX, N .S.
38
200
1975
1001976-7
PH ILATELIC CANADA PHILATELlQU E . M IRABEL . 45
AEROPORT MIRABEL AlRPORT/ P.Q.
II
tOO
1977
Jig 170
1918
Vla / Aerial Mail/ Montreal
1977
229784/P.STN..SUCC.P./"AMF''/ MONTREAL, P.Q. 34a 170
27
200
1962
TORONTO AMF./ONTARIO
SUB AUX 224 TORONTO ON/ JSP ISO
26c ISO
1976
8181 / CALGARY/ SUB 98/ ALTA
33a 170
1971
VANCOUVER AMF / B.C.
lOb 170
1970
VANCOUVER/ A.M.F.
32
200
1962
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Remarks
W . Robinson
1. Purcell
1. Purcell
1. Purcell
J . Purcell
S. Campbell
W.Outzman
W.Outzman
C. Campbell
J. Purcell
W. Gutzman
K. Barlow
I. Morgan
L. Holmes
W . Gutzman
E. MacDonald
1. Purcell
1. Purcell
1. Purcell
K. Ellison

ADDITIONAL TYPES OF AIRPORT CANCELLATIONS

lOb

8

5.

11

(~)
~~

23c

4-5

VAN~

15 1
1962
A .M.F.

26c

V316
GOOSe A(l~~~
$0& "

HAR

AI R MAIL

2.2.979 4
P. ~ll'l.- s~c:.p,

.....

32

3lg

27

GOOSE AIR. .PORT
17 li 191_7 lABR At'OR.,NFLD

J AN 15 1'37 5

26 \'3154

t-lFLD
l3a

SECTIO~

~ ,.

UO><te~, ~. Q,

HALI FAX , N .S.

34a

~

36b

38

G005E. AIRPORT,

LAeRADOR

.~F t.D.

No.

00

R- 2a

BNA TOPICS
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AIR MAIL FACILITIES CANCELLATIONS
AMENDMENTS TO LISTS PU BLISHED IN PARTS 2 TO 7 OF SERIES

N· I
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lOA
M- 4

5
6
Q-2
3

Reported by

Change

Number

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

W. Robinson
L. Walker
C. Campbell

1962-67
1949-58
1963-71
t 946-48
1956-66
1957·65 (Formerly USAPO 677)
1963·65
1968· 75
1958-76
1940-54

W. Robinson
K.Barlow
F. Belanger
W. Robinson

Period 1955-60
Period 1958 (Error in Listing)

5
6
7
9
tO
16
17
18
19
20
23
26
27
28
33
38

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

195Hil
1939-62
1949-73
1972-75
1950-52
1956-58
t 956-57
1957-60
1962-67
1964-72
1963-74
1969-75
1966-69
1961-67
1970-74
1965·69
1972-76
1963-64
1929-46

0-7
10
12
13
14
20
22
28
29
33
34
39
52

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

1953-62
1963-75
1941
1949-54
1943-53
1962-75
1968
1965
1971-72
1946-47
1945-48
1973, RF 200, Delete Proof Only
1942, RF 200, Delete Proof only, strike in green

W- 5
6
9
13
14
23
26
29
32
33
34
35
39
44
52
62
69

Period 1947
Period 1964. Office closed t Jan 1966
Period 1968·71
Period 1942-53
Period 1941-44
Period t 942-67
Period 1949-74
Period 1941, RF 200, delete Proof only.
Period 1971
Period 1969-71
Period 1972-74
Period 1960-76 (31mm Dia.)
Period 1968-76
Period 1959-65
Period 1972-76, RF 170
Period 1957-70
Period t 969-75

4
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K. Barlow

Note: Where no reporter's
name is shown, the report
was made by J. Purcell.

K.Rowe

K.Rowe

K.Rowe
W. Howes

W. Topping

W . Robinson
W . Topping

The King Edward VII
Coin Postcard Series
by W. L. GUTZMAN
A series of early Canadian postcards,
which was once relatively common, but is
now becoming elusive, is one which shows
a scene, plus the face and reverse of an
Edwardian coin. The scenes are mostly of
New Brunswick, but include a few of Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island.
According to the dates on the illustrated
coins, it would appear that cards showing
25c and lOc coins appeared first, since
these show 1902 and 1903 dates on the
coins. The dates on cards with Sc coins
are mostly 1903 with a few 1904. T here
have not been any 1902 coin dales reported
on the lc coin cards, but 1903 and 1904
are most common. Dates of 1905 appear
to be very uncommon.
These early cards all have undivided
backs, and are named either "Souvenir
Card" or "Private Post Card" in green,
gray, medium blue or dark blue. T he additional printing on the address side is one
of two types:
"Published by the McCoy Printing Company, Moncton, N.B." or "Entered according to Act of the Parliament of Canada in
the year 1904 by the New Brunswick Tourist Association at the Department of Agricultu re, Ottawa."
A list of cards, which have been reported,
is attached. Some are numbered while
others are not. The numbers describe the
scene, and it is apparent that a card with
the same number can illustrate a variety of
coins. Note card Nos. 26 and 45, as examples.
My thanks go to Messrs. Curtis, Howard
and Seaman who contributed information
for th is listing. Any further additions will
be most welcome by the writer.

KE VII Canada Coin Cards
1c CoiN
# 17 The Beacon at St. John
24 Caverbill Hall, St. John ( 1903)
26 Union Station, St. John ( 1903)
31 Moose Head ( 1903)

39
45
-

Bridges & Reversing Falls ( 1903)
Quaco Light, St. Martins ( 1903)
Golf Grounds, St. Stephen ( 1903)
Antigonish ( 1904)
King St., St. John ( 1904)
Samson Train ( 1904)
Hillsboro from Taylor's Hill ( 1904 )
Law Courts Building, Chrltn. ( 1904)
Str. Miramichi, Newcastle ( 1904)
The 1st Steam Engine in Am. ( 1904)
Old Grand Pr~ Church (1904)
Methodist Church, Marysville ( 1904)
Mouth of Sissiboo River Weymouth
(1904)
- Mill Cover near Newcastle ( 1904)
- Cotton Mill at Marysville ( 1904)
67 Mecklenburg St. ( 1903)
- Grand Falls (1903)
- Quaco Light, St. Ma rtins ( 1905)
Sc CoiN
# 13 Bridge and Falls St. John ( 1903)
2 1 Custom House, St. John ( 1903 )
28 Bank of New Brunswick (1903)
29 King Sq. & Young Monument (1903)
42 Grand Falls (1903)
44 View of St. Stephen (1903)
45 Golf Course, St. Stephen (1903)
- Ex. Buildings St. John ( 1903 )
- Post Office Charlottetown ( 1904)
- The Falls, Shelburne ( 1904)
- Main St toward Douglas Ave.(1903)
lOc CoiN
#18 St. John (1902)
17 Beacon Light, St. John (1902)
33 Beatteay's Beach (1902)
51 Windsor Hotel, St. Stephen (1902)
43 Bridges & Reversing Falls ( 1902)
- Wolfville Seminary (1904)
- Markland Hotel ( 1904)
25c COIN
- Ex. Buildings St. John ( 1902)
64 Union St., St. John (1902)
21 Custom House, St. John (1903)
26 Union Depot, St. John ( 1902)
32 Drying Sails in St. John Harbour
( 1902)
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CARIBOO GOLD RUSH MAILS
by MAX ROSENTHAL
The years 1856 to 1858 saw the lower
Fraser River overrun with thousands of
gold miners, and the resulting formation of
the colony of British Columbia - and the
establishment of a postal system with the
first few post offices, as recounted in Postal
Beginnings in British Columbia, BNA
Topics, Jan.-Feb. 1977.
Guarding the wealth of the Upper Fraser
and the Cariboo were mountains, rivers,
and other natural obstacles, but by 1859 the
Quesnel River had been reached by a few
prospectors. Beginning at Quesnelle Mouth,
the present location of the town of Quesnel, they fanned out. In the fall Cariboo
Lake was discovered, and rumors of $200
a day trickled south.
The rush that began on the lower F raser
had already taken over to the Thompson
River. At the junction of that stream with
the Fraser, Lytton post office, named after
Sir Edward Bulmer Lytton, Secretary of
State for Colonies, was established in 1859.
Men were mining for gold at Cagoosh, on
the Fraser 36 miles northwest of Lytton.
A man called Flynn opened a post office
the same year there, but it was called
Lillooet.
In 1859 almost 1,000 men were mining
for gold between Fort Alexandria, more
than I 00 miles north of Lillooet and Quesnelle Forks. This fort was t he last post
established by the North West Company,
in 1821, before its merger with the Hudson's Bay Company. The post office opened
in 1859 was more correctly called Alexander, because it was the farthest point
reached by explorer Alexander Mackenzie
on his descent of the Fraser in 1793, and it
had been named after him. The colonial
post office at Alexander, however, only
lasted two years.
The Cariboo Road

Planned by the Governor, James Douglas, the Cariboo Road was surveyed by a
company of Royal Engineers, under Colonel Moody. The lure was gold, the goal
Williams Creek. Until its building between
1859 and 1865 the Cariboo was regarded
as rich men'sdiggings, for the rate from
Yale to Quesnel Forks was a dollar a

pound for freight, and i tcost 40 cents a
pound to have food packed from the latter
to Antler Creek. The 400 mile long road
crawled beside mountains, and spawned
mighty torrents.
In 1860 "Doc" Keith ley and companions
discovered a rich gold-bearing creek- to
be named after him - then climbed the
ridges to stumble onto Antler Creek, where
they made an even richer strike. The secret
got out, and the miners from Keithley
Creek mushed over the snow north to
Antler Creek, the doorway to the Cariboo,
where only 12 miles still farther on lay the
golden land.
In 1861 another road heading north, but
beginning west of the Cariboo Road - the
Harrison-Lillooet Road - was extended as
far as Clinton, by the end of July 1863 to
Soda Creek, 20 miles west of the 150 Mile
point north of Lillooet. Eight miles west of
150 Mile, a post office was opened at Williams Lake by S. Gompertz in 1861, but it
was closed in 1864, when miners around
Williams Creek no longer had to travel to
the Gold Commissioner in Williams Lake,
but got their own gold office.
By the early fall of 1863 the Cariboo
Road was ready as far as Clinton, where
it joined the extended Harrison-Lillooet
Road, and the two became one. Supplies
which had come by pack train now were
brought by freight wagons, and rates
dropped from 75 cents a pound to 15 cents.
Post offices were opened in August 1864
at Clinton by J. Champness: by a Mr.
Waldron at Soda Creek, 12 miles northwest of Williams Lake, surveyed by the
Royal Engineers the previous year, Lake
La Hache with W. Anderson as postmaster,
14 miles northwest of 100 Mile House. The
latter became Lac La Hache in 1872. In
November 174 Mile House post office was
but it lasted less than two years.
established near Soda Creek by F. Everard.
Quesnello Mouth post office appeared in
1864 also. J. B. Gaggin postmaster. Its
name was shortened to Quesnelle in 1872,
its spelling to Quesnel in 1900.
By 1864 the construction of the last
phase of the Cariboo Road had begun,
from Quesnelle Mouth to Williams Creek.
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nearly 60 miles, to be completed in the
late fall of 1865.
Williams Creek

Gold was discovered on Lightning Creek
in July 1861, a strike second only to Williams Creek, farther east, in gold production. Two towns, Van Winkle and Stanley,
grew up on its banks. The combined population of the two at the height of mining
production was around 5,000. In July 1864
N. L. McCaffery opened Van Winkle post
office. It closed four years later, because
he was not being paid regularly.
The post office came into being again in
1872. It closed again, and reopened under
the name Stanley· 1906 saw it change back
to Van Winkle, ~lthough the location was
at Stanley.
Fourteen miles to the east, one of the
first cabins to go up in September 1862
was that of John Cameron, around which
sprang up the new settlement of Cameronton. Nearby, 58 miles east of Quesnelle
Mouth, on Williams Creek, William
Barker's shafts became the nucleus of another small settlement, Barkerville, but the
post office opened by J. R. Commelino in
July 1864 was called Williams Creek.
The post office closed the same year.
When the Cariboo Road was completed
the next year, allowing stage coaches to
travel to Williams Creek, a post office was
opened in the library building at Cameronton, and John Bowran was appointed postmaster, with the name changed to Barkerville.
In 1870 the Barkerville post office was
about to be moved from Cameronton to
Barkervitle proper, and Bowron's building,
which be had put up after a fire, at his
own expense, was to be abandoned. He
wrote to the Postmaster-General on April
19 that the government should pay him
rent for the years he had held the position,
since be was left with a building which he
could not dispose of for its construction
cost of over $1,000. He asked for only
$380, that is, $20 a month since the fire,
but the government declined, stating:
The building in which the post office and
library were before the fire belonged to
the government. Mr. Bowron was Librarian and Postmaster when Barkerville burned
down. Mr. Bowron built the post office
and library on his own responsibility, as
he could not otherwise have obtained the
22
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salary of postmaster. He expressed no intention of charging rent, nor was any promised, or provided for by the government.
I don't think be is entitled to anything,
more especially now that he is reinstated."
The Express Companies

At first, letters were delivered to the
Cariboo district by private hand for as
much as $5 a letter. However, as soon as
the trails to Williams Creek allowed the
express companies to travel to the mining
towns, they carried much of the mail.
As early as June 1858 W. J. ( Billy)
Ballou established the first express between
Victoria and the Fraser River mines as far
as Lytton and Fort Thompson ( Kamloops).

In September D. C. Fargo did the same
between Yale and Lytton. Until 1862 the
Ballou Company carried most of the express business, although Lindhart and Barnard were already offering some competition. Ballou maintained a regular communication with the lower Fraser mines,
and carried not only valuable parcels, but
also filled a postal service, transmitting letters a.nd newspapers.
Before the Cariboo Road was completed,
the express man had to resort to a canoe,
on the stout back of an Indian, with the
corner of a trader's log house or miner's
cabin for an express office. His main source
of gain was from the sale of newspapers,
mainly the Colonist a nd the Chronicle of
Victoria, and the San Francisco Bulletin,
which brought a dollar a copy, and from
the fee on important letters to and from
mining sites.
I n 1859 another competitor, called Jeffreys, entered the field , but F. J. Barnard
absorbed his interest in November 1861.
The latter, carrying letters and papers on
his back, walked from Yale to Cariboo,
and back, 760 miles return. The next year
he led a horse loaded with letters and parcels to Barkerville, establishing the first express to that camp. Coming back, it took
five days to Lillooet, and three days more
to New Westminster, bringing out in June
1862 447 letters and $18,000 in mineral
wealth.
Although Ballon and Barnard fought for
supremacy, the struggle ended with the
government granting the contract in July
1862 to Barnard's company, to carry the
mail from the head of navigation at Yale
to the territory tributary to the Cariboo
Road. By October, the bankrupt Ballon retired from the field. The terminus of the
route was Williams Lake, and postal rates
varied according to distance. On a Jette~
from New Westminster to Douglas {a post
office in existence from 1859 to 1867, Hope
or Yale, the postage was 5d; to Lytton or
Lillooet, 1 sh.; Williams Lake, 2 sh.; Quesnelle Mouth 3 sb.; Antler Creek (just east
of Barkerville) 4 sh. Actually, letters beyond Williams Lake were carried at express rates, in spite of these official rates.
To Lytton and Lillooet newspapers were
carried for 5d; past there they rarely went.
Sxtending Service
Barnard kept pace with the Cariboo
Road as it was extended. By the summer

of 1863 be bad a two horse wagon running
every 10 days, saddle trains connecting
with it for the unfinished sections. The
next winter he used sleighs, keeping open
the only lines of communication with the
coast.
From May 1864 Barnard bad four horse
stages running twice a week from Yale to
Soda Creek. At Clinton they connected
with stages from Douglas and Lillooet, and
at Soda Creek with the steamer Enterprise,
sailing to Quesnelle Mouth. The trip from
Yale to Soda Creek could be completed in
48 hours. Above Quesnelle Mouth a saddle
train connected until the completion of the
road to Barkerville in 1865.
There were relays of horses every 13
miles, and it was during the first trip in
1864 that Steve Singley took some of the
relay horses ahead. On the return trip he
drove the stage. For over 20 years Tingley
drove the ponies the 136 miles from Yale
to Clinton, on weekly trips James Hamilton
took over from Clinton to Barkerville, 500
miles for the return trip, using the steamer
from Soda Creek to Quesnelle Mouth, and
return, for several years.
The mail subsidy never paid more than
a half of thecost of deliveri ng the service.
The rest came privately from freight, express, and passengers. A political attempt
to switch the mail contract to a competitor
some years later bankrupted the winner of
the contract.
From Barnard's Express it became commonly called the B.X., and in 1871 a bill
was passed by the Legislature to call it the
B.C. Express Company. Hamilton and
Tingley did much to make it the successful venture it was. The latter drove continuously to 1897. During that time he rose
from driver to partner, to director, to manager, to become sole owner of the company, in 1888. He went on to fame as "the
Cariboo Octopus", because he was c redited
with dominating federal patronage.
Exoress Company Sta mps
The express companies had their own
stamps to facilitate mail handling. Some
were quite elaborate, and in different
shapes, with the compapnies' names on
them. The Wells Fargo stamp was triangular, with a base of almost two inches.
When the parcels or letters were delivered
and paid for, the stamps were affixed and
marked paid, or, if paid for when given to
the companies for delivery. Philatelists will
not disagree with the statement by Fred W.
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Ludditt in " Barkerville Days" (published
by Mitchell Press, Vancouver, 1969) that
" these stamps are rare collectors' items
today.
At Ashcroft Manor on the Cariboo Road
C. F. Cornwall opened Ashcroft post office
in 1865. Only two other post offices opened
in the Cariboo in colonial days. Keethley
Creek, mentioned previously as a gold find

of 1860, continued for many years as a
office in 1870. R. A. Young established are
prominent suppl y center, and it got a post
office in 1870. R. A. Young established
one at 150 Mile H ouse in 1871. These
"Mile" names are reminiscent of the mail
houses on the Cariboo Road, called after
their distance from Lillooet.

...

...

...

Canadian Postal Currency
Introduction
Prior to 1898, the transmission of money
through the mails, other than actual legal
tender or coin, could only be accomplished
by purchasing a money order ( from l c
through $100) from an accounting post
office. These offices were normally large
establishments which were financially responsible to audit authorities at headquarters. However, there also existed many
smaller non-accounting (or non-auditable)
post offices which transacted business on a
''cash" basis, purchasing their requirements
from accounting offices and reselling them
to the public. These non-accounting offices,
therefore, were not allowed to sell money
orders, a limitation which caused quite an
inconvenience to the public. If transmission
of money was required, patrons had to risk
sending their payments in cash, or they had
to make a trip to an often-distant accounting post office to p urchase a money order.
Although the Post Office was aware of
these problems, nothing was done until
1898. Finally, in an attempt to improve
its service and also to reduce the number
of cash remittances through the mails, the
Post Office implemented the Canadian
Postal Note System.
What now follows is a chronological description of what I have been able to learn
about the Canadian Postal Note System,
and its successors, as they evolved through
time.
The Early Postal Notes
The postal notes, postal note stamps. and
postal scrip stamps comprising, at different times, a part of the Canadian Postal
Note System cannot be described as either
postal or revenue issues. Rather, they can
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be described as " postal currency", implemented for the purpose of providing the
public with a cheap and convenient means
of remitting small amounts within Canada
through the mai l. This system was designed
to operate in conjunction with the alreadyexisting and more-costly Money Orde1
System, a system which subsequently became more suited both for making large
payments and for transmitting money to
foreign countries.
Postal notes similar to that shown in
Figure l were first produced by the American Bank Note Company, Ottawa. The
first to appear, on 4 August 1898, were the
25c, 50c, and 70c denominations. These
were followed by the $1, $2.50, and $5 denominations on August 23, the 40c, $1.50,
and $2 denominations on October 21, the
20c, J Oe, 60c, and SOc denominations on
November 25, and the 90c, $3 and $4 denominations on 23 January 1899.
Since these notes were denominational,
they could be purchased at face value by
non-accotmting post offices and resold to
the public without any need of an eventual
audit. Therefore, these notes were obtainable at both accounting and non-accounting
post offices, maki ng them easil y available
to the public. An additional improvement
was added later in 1899 when a new $ 10
note was issued solely for use by non-accounting post offices for the purpose of increasing the amount that they could transmit by a single note. (Shortly thereafter.
postal notes valued at 75c and $1.25 appeared in circulation but the reasons for
their appearance and their dates of issue
are unknown.)
The proper procedure for processing a
posta l note was somewhat complex. It rc-

Figure 1

Figure 2
quired the purchaser, before parting with
it, to fill in both the name of the person
to whom the amount was to be paid and
the name of the post office at which payment was to be made. (The insertion of the
name of the paying post office afforded a
safeguard against payment being made to
the wrong person. Also, the purchaser ran
the risk of losing the amounts unless the
notes were properly filled in.) Should the
purchaser wish to increase the value of the
note above the inscribed denomination, he
was permitted to attach mint postage
stamps to it not exceeding 9c in value,
stamps which were not to be cancelled
until fina l payment was made. For example, to make a payment of $13.56, the
purchaser could buy a $10 note, a $3 note
and a 50c note. To one of these, he would
then affix 6c worth of postage stamps. Finally, the purchaser was to tear the coupon
off each note, write on the back of it the
name and address of the payee, and keep
it in his possession as a complete record

of the transaction so that the necessary particulars could be provided later to post office authorities should tracing of the note
be desired.
The redemption of postal notes was supposed to occur within three months from
the last day of the month of issue. If that
date had passed, then the note could be
cashed only upon payment of a fee equal
to the amount of the original commission.
Jf an additional three months had passed
(that is six months), the fee was doubled;
and, if nine months had passed, the fee
was tripled, etc. Finally, notes presented
for payment more than 12 months after
issue were not paid until approval had
been received from the Accountant, Post
Office Department, Ottawa.
In 1904, the fees charged for delinquent
notes were rescinded. However, if lapsed
notes of 12 months were presented, approval from the Accountant was still necessary before payment could be made, and a
single fee equal to the original commission
BNA TOf>ICS
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was still charged. Finally, by 1911, even
this fee was rescinded.
For a period of time after 1900.4, postal
notes could be sent to the United States as
long as they were directed to Postmasters at
Money Order Offices, were properly completed, carried no postage stamps to increase their value, and carried a clear legible impression of the issuing office. However, this privilege was withdrawn in 1920
due to the high rate of exchange charged
by the United States authorities.
In 1912, a new form of postal note was
introduced containing, among other improvements, a space for the name of the
purchaser. This added to the safety of remittances made by postal note as it added
another means of tracing them in case they
failed to reach their destination. An example, with coupon removed, is shown m
Figure 2. It measures 8!4 by 3 7I 16
inches, was issued at the Port Alice post
office, and is dated November 17, 1924.
In addition, it has not been properly completed as only the stamp of the issuing post
office, the signature of the issuing postmaster, and the name of the payee have
been entered upon it.
On 15 April 1915, the Special War Revenue Act came into effect. It imposed a tax
of 1c on each postal note and 2c on each
postal money order issued in Canada. On
I July 1925, however, this Act was amended
in that the tax as it applied to postal notes
and money orders up to $5 was discontinued. Then, on 1 July 1927, this Act was
again changed, a change which completely
exempted from tax all postal notes, and
discontinued the tax on all money orders
up to $10.
On 1 November 1928, two further nenominational changes made. Firstly, a new
1Oc postal note was placed in circulation to
permit remittances between 10 and 20
cents. And secondly, the $10 postal note
was discontinued because the post Office
believed that remittances of this size should
and could be accomplished with a $10
money order.
On 1 July 1931, the government again
amended the Special War Revenue Act, an
amendment which reimposed both a 1c tax
on all postal notes and a 2c tax on all money
orders over $5 issued in Canada. This tax
was finally identified on a new postal note
design issued sometime after 28 April 1932
(see hand written inscription at the top
right corner of the Specimen appearing in
Figure 1 reading "from P Note Div 28-4-32).
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A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 will show
that the inscription around the King's head
was changed from "Canadian Postal Note"
to "Revenue Tax Paid". This new series of
notes, including the coupon, measured
10 3/16 by 3'h inches.

Postal Note Stamps
In 1932, a major procedural change occurred when the Canadian Post Oftice
authorized the production and distribution
of Postal Note Stamps. (For a listing of
these stamps, see the tables at the end of
this article). The initial issue comprised
only three denominations, the l c, 2c, and
5c values, each being engraved and printed
in blue color by the Canadian Bank Note
Company, Ottawa. The design, as shown
by the one cent value in Figure 3, was inscribed "Postal Note", and measured 22'h
by 18'h millimeters. They were issued for
use without legislative authority and were
intended to replace the use of postage
stamps on postal notes.
As a result of this new procedure, the
instructions given to the purchaser under
item 2 inscribed on the postal note was
made obsolete. From Post Office correspondence files, it was determined that
authority was granted on 27 October 1932
to change that instruction to advise the
purchaser that he could affix up to nine
cents worth of "Postal Note Stamps" instead of "Canadian Postage Stamps".
Field experience revealed that confusion
could arise in the use of the three different but identically-colored denominations.
As the first step in correcting this problem,
the Post Office requested and received a
new color proof from the Canadian Bank
Note Company, a proof which was green
in color, was prepared using the 5c die,
and had a hole punched through the center.
This proof is shown in figure 4. Post Office correspondence from the file in which
this proof was found stated that the green
color of this proof was approved for use
and, on 7 November 1932, authority was
given to the Bank Note Company for them
to use this new color on future printings of
the 2c denomination. However, the correspondence files also revealed that stocks of
the 2c denomination carrying this new
color were not released until sometime
after 14 August 1933. As a matter of fact,
previous articles and catalogue listings state
that this rrew color did not appear until
1941, a time when the color of the 1c denomination was also changed to brown.

Figure 3

Figure 4
In 1938, a special pane of the 5c value
was issued, a pane of 25 stamps (5x5) intended for use within booklets.
Sometime during the early reign of King
George VI, a new series of postal notes
were issued. Each note now came in three
parts - a purchaser's receipt, a coupon to
be detached after use for audit purposes by
the accounting office processing it, and, of

course, the postal note itself. An example
is shown in Figure 5.
In 1943, the Post Office extended a privilege to the public by implementing a new
procedure which pushed the over-the-counthe purpose of making small remittances
through the mails. This new procedure was
intended to discourage the public's traditional use of postage stamps for making
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Figure 5
these small remittances. And with the implementation of this new procedure, the
official name for these stamps was changed
to "Postal Scrip". However, the new 10
and 25 cent denominations that appeared
in 1943, as well as the 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20,
50, and 75 cent denominations that were
issued on 1 November 1948 continued to
carry the inscription "Postal Note".
With the appearance of the high denominations in 1943, it was not unusual to
see the nine cent limit exceeded, as shown
by the examples in Figure 6.
Sometime prior to 1947, the revenue tax
was again amended, the taxes being lc on
all postal notes up to $1, and 3c on all
larger denominations.
In 1948, a number of procedural changf'.;
in both the Money Order and Postal No'''
Systems were made. Firstly, on 23 July, the
Money Order System saw the implementation of a new "Notched" card money, order
form for domestic money orders while the
existing paper money order form was retained only for the purpose of making remittances outside Canada. And secondly,
on I November, the Post Office discontinued the existing postal note form, replacing
it with a "prepunched card" (notched)
postal note form, a change which coincided with the appearance of the previouslymentioned nine new postal note stamps.

Postal Note and Mo ney Orde r
Syste m Amalgamation
On I April 1949, the Post Office Money
Order and Postal Note Systems were fina lly amalgamated in the interests of economy and efficiency. This amalgamation resulted when the distribution of notched
postal note forms was discontinued, giving
28
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Figure 6
them a life of only five months, and new
"denominative" money order forms of 25c,
SOc, 75c, and dollar values ranging from
$1 to $15 at one dollar intervals were made
available. (Nevertheless, notched forms
continued to be used until supplies were
exhausted). From this point in time, postal.
scrip stamps were used on these denominative forms ( up to a maximum of three on
each form) to increase their value in cents,
with a maximum of 24c on orders under

$ 1 a nd a maximum of 99c on orders over
$ 1.00.
These forms were available from both
accounting and non-accounting post offices
for all values up to $15.99. Should a single
remi ttance be larger than this amount, the
purchaser had to buy more than one denominative mo ney o rder or he could purchase a notchable-card money order from
an accoun ting post office. And if a remitta nce of any amoun t payable outside Canada was required, the "paper" style of orde
had to be obtained, also from an accounting post office.
When a denominative money order was
purchased, the Postmaster usually fill ed it
in, affixed the required scrip, cancelled the
scrip, and entered the amount in the spaces
provided for the "cents" amount in the
order, coupon and receipt. T he exception
to this procedure applied to business firms
who could buy quantities of blank denominative forms and complete them themselves
following the Post Office's instructions.
This included the affix.ing of the proper
amount o f postal scrip.
T he $16 Notchable Card Mo ney Order
was intended for, but not restricted to, all
money orders of $16 or more. In addition,
it had to be used for remittances of under
25c when a receipt was required. These
card money orders, when issued, had to be
reported in the money order return for
audit at headquarters. Denomi nati ve orders,
on the other hand, were first sold to Postmasters for resale to the p ublic. For these,
no audit was necessary except for accounting of the odd amounts of scrip that one
attached to these denominative orders.
The problem of making remittances below 25c, for which a receipt was required,
was fi nall y resolved when, on 18 November 1950, the Post Office announced in its
weekJy letter to all P ostmasters that a new
"blank" denominational money order form
would soon be issued. The Post Office a lso
stated that this new form would also replace the 25c, 50c and 75c denominative
forms, thereby covering the lc to 99c range.

Postal Scrip
In 1950, after having broken the 10c
plate, a nd having heard o f the Post Office's
desire to change the wording o f the inscription, the Canadian Bank Note Company
asked the Post Office for a decision. This
decision was made and a uthority was
granted on 29 May 1950 that the word
"Note" be replaced by the word "Scrip"

on aJI future plates, lc through 75c inclu·
sive. However, before proceeding with actual production, the Bank Note Company
was asked to p rovide an actual proof of
the new die for approval. However, by the
time the new die was approved, the Post
Office had changed its mind. Because of the
cost of converting all denominations to the
new inscription, a compromise decision
stated that all existing denomi nations would
continue to show the word "Note", while
all new denominations would show t he
word "Scrip". As a result, the 30, 40, 60,
70, 80, and 90 cent values that appeared in
1951 were the onl y denominations of this
series to carry the new inscription. An example is shown by the left side 90c va t u~
in F igu re 3.
On 1 A ugust 19 51, the Post Office instructed its P ostmasters to discontinue the
selling of loose postal scrip. As was previously stated, the intent of selling loose
postal scrip to the pu blic was to allow the
transmission of small remittances not exceeding 24c through the mails. For remittances over 24c, the public was supposed
to use the denominative money order.
These rules, however, were resisted by the
public; specifically, purchasers refused to
live by the 24c limit. They continued to
make larger remittances with loose postal
scrip to avoid paying commissions on
money orders and thereby depriving the
Post Office of much revenue. The sale of
loose scrip had other disadvantages in that,
for the P ost Office, the loose scrip was more
difficuJt to audit, and, for the purchaser,
the loose scrip provided no receipt for h is
remittance, the scrip was easily lost, and
claims for lost scrip could not be made
because he had no way of proving his loss.
Withdrawal of this privilege, however, di d
not leave a void for maki ng small remittances because the Post Office simultaneously implemented its previously announced
"blank" money order form, a form which
gave the P ost Office its commission, provided the remitter with a receipt, and permi tted duplication of the remittance should
it be lost o r destroyed.
Although the sale of loose scrip was
supposed to be discontinued as of 1 August
195 1, redemption was a llowed up to I August 1952, with the expected q uantities offered for redemption decreasing as the
year passed. However, th is proved not to
be the case as considerable quantities of
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postal scrip continued to be presented for
payment. This prompted the Post Office
to send reminder notices to its Postmasters,
these notices being dated 12 January and
2 August 1952, and a third being dated 4
April 1953.
On 13 March 1954, the Post Office announced in its weekly bulletin a new series
of Denominative Money Orders which were
valued at their denominative value "plus
scrip attached". This new design eliminated both the coupon and tire "cents" tablets on which the value of the attached
scrip had previously been recorded. This
new design, therefore, eliminated the previously encountered problems when the inscribed value in cents and the attached
scrip stamps did not match. With this new
form, Postmasters were to record the value
of the scrip on the remitter's receipt only.
By 1956, accounting post offices were
using a machine to print the full amount
on money orders, a procedure which came
to be used for issuing money orders of any
denomination. As a result, the use of denominative money orders and postal scrip
at accounting post offices was practically
discontinued. (Also at these offices, in
1964, a new design of notched money order
form was introduced, a form which featured a two color safety tint on the front.
The printing included an underlying design of Provinclal as well as Territorial
crests along the bottom and the Federal
crest across the top.)
On 25 March 1967, the Post Office announced in its weekly bulletin that a new
series of Postal Scrip was available. These
issues, however, were not released simultaneously. Rather, they were released to
the fild as corrsponding dnominaions of
xising supplies became exhausted. This new
series had a design measuring 20% by 171/.i
millimeters and was lithographed by the
Canadian Bank Note Company, Ottawa.
An example is shown by the center 90c
value in Figure 3.
In September 1968, an identically-designed smaller series of postal scrip appeared. These measured 20\12 by 16 millimeters, and were also produced by lithography in what the Bank Note Company
called a "Modular" design. An example is
shown by the right side 90c value in Figure 3.
Finally, in October 1970, both the denominative money order and the postal
scrip were discontinued when an entirely
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new method of selling and processing
money orders was introduced. This new
method was designed to provide greater
convenience to customers at Jess cost to
the Post Office. However, this new method
did require a substantial capital investment
in printing machines, an investment which,
nevertheless, was expected to be amortized
within five years through the expected cost
red uctions.

Listing of Postal Note and
Posta l Scrip Stamps
Sissons' Numbering Used
1931 - 51 Issues
22 'hx1Smm
PNt
PN2
PN3
PN4
PNS
PN6
PN6a
PN7
PN7a
PNS
PN9
PNlO
PN11
PN12
PN13
PN14
PNIS
. PN16
PN17
PN18
PN19
PN20
PN21
PN22

1%7 Issues
20'l<ix17•/.omm
PN23
PN24
PN25
PN26
PN27
PN2S
PN29
PN30
PN31
PN32
PN33
PN34
PN35
PN36
PN37
PN38
PN39
PN40

U'hx18mm
lc blue (1932)
lc brown (41)
2c blue (32)
2c olive (41)
3c blue (48)
4c blue (4S)
Jmped Horiz
Sc blue (32)
Pane of 25 (3S)
6c blue (48)
7c blue (48)
8c blue (48)
9c blue (48)
lOc black (43)
20c green (4S)
2Sc orange (43)
30c blue (SI)
40c purple (51)
SOc brown (48)
60c yellow (51) '
70c red (SJ)
7Sc purple (48)
SOc green (SI)
90c brown (SI)

lc brown
2c green
3c purple
4c red
Sc blue
6c green
7c orange
Sc blue
9c violet
tOe black
20c green
30c blue
40c purple
SOc brown
60c yellow
70c red
SOc green
90c brown

19681ssues
20'hx16mm
PN41*1c
PN42 2c
PN43 3c
PN44 4c
PN4S Sc

brown
green
purple
red
blue

PN46 6c green
PN47 7c orange
PN48 &: blue
PN49 9c violet
PN50 lOc black
PN51 20c green
PN52 30c blue
PN53 40c purple
PN54 SOc brown
PN55 60c yellow
PN56 70c red
PN57 80c green
PNS8 90c brown
• Note: Allhough listed, this lc value bas not yet
been seen b y any collector known to tbe author.
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MORE FANCY NUMERALS OF
THE LARGE QUEEN PERIOD
by H. E.

DUCKWORTH

In a recent article in BNA Topics (Vol.
33, No. 6, November-December 1976, page
9) the chronology of the l(jngston fancy 9
cancellations was discussed. We are now
in the early stages of the preparation of an
article on the even longer series of Toronto
fancy 2's, in collaboration with S. F. Cohen,
J. Siverts and F. G. Stulberg. Besides these
two large sets of fancy cancellations, there
exist a number of other fancy numerals
which are to be found on Large Queens.
Most of these were local improvisations on
the 2-ring numeral cancellations in use at
various offices, as was the case at T oronto
and l(jngston. The information that we
have been able to collect about these other
fancy numerals is fragmentary, but we are
reporting it here in the hope that readers
will be able to add to it.
The "5" and "6" Duplexes. These were
in use at Hamilton and London, respectively, and they correspond to the 2-ring
numerals issued to those places (see Figure
1). These are the commonest fancy numerals. Although Jarrett("Standard British
North America Catalogue", Toronto, 1929,
page 408, Type 160) illustrated the London
"6" duplex with a date of DE 23 69, the
earliest dates we have noted for these duplexes are several months later :
Hamilton "5" duplex, C.W. in dater
(modified from the old Berri duplex of
18§0). Earliest: MR 30 70; latest: DE 16
72. This was followed by another:

& H. W.
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Hamilton "5" duplex, ONT in dater.
Earliest: MY 28 73; latest: NO 29 75. As
Hurst has most recently noted (Maple
Leaves, Vol. 7, No. 1, December 1957,
page 26), the numeral "5" in this latter
type later was mutilated by three crosscuts, earliest: JU 28 76; latest: AP 19 77.
London "6" duplex, ONT in dater. Earliest: AP 4 70; latest: JY 31 74.
The Ottawa fancy B's. We have seen
only seven different designs of these, which
are shown in Figure 2. Also shown are
d rawings of two others, reproduced from
the article of S. F. Cohen and H . W.
Harrison.
The dated material thus has gaps, and
only one of the fancy 31's is represented.
Since the 31 in diamond grid is clearly a
later state of the 31 in round grid (see
Figure 4), the round grid was used perhaps
in January or February, 1870. In our experience the easily recognizable Oshawa
"B" in star is commoner than any of the
fancy 31's; the diamond grid design is the
least scarce of the fancy types; and the
intaglio 31 in star is the rarest, being known
to us in a single example.
The Fancy 57's. We have no examples
of any of these cancellations ourselves, but
excellent photographs of the three known
types were published by S. F. Cohen in
Maple Leaves some years ago (Maple
Leaves, Vol. 11 , No. 5, June 1966, page
I 28), and in Figure 5 we give reproducBNA TOPICS
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tions of these. Jarrett (page 402, Type 104)
illustrated the first type, and suggested
that it came from Paris, Ontario, tbe recipient of number 57 in the 2-ring series.
All three types are scarce, and we know
of no covers showing any of them. Paris
covers in general are hard to find for th is
period, however, and a listing of these
known to readers, with the cancellations
used, would be useful in narrowing down
the possible dates of use of the fancy

numerals.
As we stated at the outset, the information provided in this article is very incomplete, and the picture will be greatly clarifi ed if readers are able to supply further
data. We thank C. H. Bayley, M. Carstairs,
S. F. Cohen, J. N. Sissons and J. Siverts
for the useful information which they have
provided. Communications should be addressed to H. E. Duckworth, 49 Oak Street.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3M 3P6.

The Beaver Byline
by CLAYTON HUFF

AND ARTHUR H. GROTEN,

ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCES
Descr.-DescrlptJon
T.P.-'Iblrkell Position
Perf.-Porforatcd. t-tl~; 2-11~; 3- 12
P.P.-Platc Position St.-State
T-Top; R-Rlaht; B- Bottom; L-Left
cc-Coples
na-Frarno line gap-a distance of about .4mm
fr. -Frame
dlam.-D!ameter
V-Vertlcal
Jdent No. H~34
Oeser.: Two dots in TL of 0 of POSTAGE
T.P.: A6 2cc
P.P.: ?
State: ? 1 copy dated 8-4-65
Perf.: 2
C-dot: Small, ~ diam. from R; Height 2
Other: Extra B Inner fr. at L
Jdmt No. H~34A
Oeser.: Dot In middle of top of BLS
T .P.: Fl
P.P.:
}
State:
Perf.:
- As H-6034
G-dot:
Other:
ldH~t No. H~2.
Oeser.: Short dash in curved fr. below L side of
0 of POSTAGE
T.P.: B6
P.P.: 73 This flaw shows on 5 of 6cc of PF84
State: 10
Perf.: 3
C-dot: Very small, 1 diam. from R.; height 2
Other:
Jdent No. H-6042A
Oeser.: Several dots outside L fr. above AN of
CANADA
T.P.: Outside Cl
P.P.: 73 This flaw shows on 5 of 6cc of PF84
State: 10
Perf.: 3
C-dot: As H-6042
Other:
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ldent No. B-6037
Oeser.: Dot in outer curved fr. above L side of
Sin POSTAGE
T.P.: A7
P.P.: ? Could be col. I
State: ?
Perf.: 3
C-dot: Very small, I diam. from R; Height 3
Other: SmaiJ doublina of L fr. at T-very short
ldent No. H~37A
Oeser.: Short vertical line (~ Ag) between 8
fr, lines lOmm from L outer fr.
T.P.: 04-MT
P.P.:
}
State:
Perf.:
As H-6037
C-dot:
Other:
Ideni No. H-60378
Oeser.: Faint dot 2 flg outside 'L fr. 2mm above
B Inner fr.
T.P.: L of Fl
P.P .:
}
Stale:
Perf.:
As H-6037
C-dot:
Other:
ldent No. H -6038
Oeser.: Dot in curved fr. below TA of
POSTAOE
T.P.: C7
P.P.: 61
State: 4 One copy dated 1864
Perf.: I (I copy) 2 (3cc)
C-dot: 2 very small above averaae size; larger
is ~ diam. from R; Height 4
Other: Small doublina (sbort) of L fr at T ; T
inner fr. doubled at R; R outer fr. doubled
at B.
ldent No. H -6039
Oeser.: Dot in TR hatching 1 fli from R inner
fr., 4.8mm from Touter fr.
T. P.: B8 On 9 of II cc showing PF38a
P.P.: 91
State: 9
Perf.: 3
C-dot: None
Other: Also several dots below 8 fr.

H-7025
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Jdent No. H ·6039A
Oeser.: Dot 1 fig outside R fr. at same height
as PF38a
~:::; A8- }appears on Sec of II showing PF38a
State:
Perf.:
As H-6039
C-dot:
Other:
Ident No. H-60398
Oeser.: Several dots outside L fr. above AN of
CANADA
T.P.: Outside Bl and C I- on Sec of II showing
PF38a
P.P.:
}
State:
Perf.:
As H-6039
C-dot:
Other:
ldent No. H -6040
Oeser.: Dot between L frs. above 1st A of
CANADA- just 8mm below T inner fr.
T.P.: Cl
P.P.: ?
State?
Perf.: 2
C-dot: Large-1-i diam. from R; height 2
Other: This should have an H-5 but flaw in 5
area is unproven
ldent No. H -6041
Oeser.: Strong dot between T frs. 15mm from L
outer fr.
T .P.: A6-TR O n 4 of 16cc showing PF94
P .P.: 52 (Per G.W.)
State: ? One copy shows 1867 date
Perf.: 1 (3cc and 2 (Icc)
C-dot: None- but other cc with PF94 show very
small C-dot
Other:
Ident No. H -6043
Oeser. : Small dot between R frs . -nearer outer
fr. just 2mm below Touter fr.
T.P.: AS
P.P.: ? All 3cc show PF24
State: ?
Perf.: 1 (G.W. book shows PF24 with Perf 3) ?
C-dot: None
Other:
l der. No. H -6044
Oeser.: Dot in TR corner of P of POSTAGE
T.P.: A6 2cc
P.P.: 10
State: 9 One copy dated '68 (late use of Perf. 1)
Perf.: 1

111111111111

C-dot: Small-! diam. from R; height 3
Other: R frs. doubled heavily
I dent No. H-7023
Oeser.: I) Slant line (NW to SE) 11-i fig long
below R leg of N of CENTS across outer
curved gap; 2) Several dots below B fr. and
1 between B frs. below N of CENTS
T.P.: F6 and 07
P. P.: 11
State: Probably 3 and 4
Perf.: 1 (6cc-S show I ; 3 show 2) 2 (3cc show
2 o nly)
C-dot: Very large- ! diam. from R; height 1
Other:
Jdent No. H -7024
Oeser.: 1) Dot in end of middle shaft of E of
CENTS; 2) Dot in very middle of N of
CENTS
T.P.: FS and F6 2cc
P.P.: ?
State: ?
Perf.: 3
C-do~: Double horizontal- small, touching at R;
hetght 3
Other:
lden1 No. H-7025
Oeser.: Almost vertical dash in lower L of E of
CENTS-I fig long
T.P.: F5
P.P.: ?
State: ? I copy dated 12-10-62; other is 3/2/63
Perf.: I a nd 3- 1 copy each - ?
C-dot: Average size, touching at R; height 3
Other:
Ident No. H -7026
O eser.: 2 dots in curved frame over middle of N
of CENTS
T.P.: FS and E6
P .P.: 62
State: 4 One copy dated 7-7-66
Perf.: 2 All 9cc of 16 showing PFI 11. One copy
of PF!ll not showing H -7026 is Perf. I and
dated 9-6-65
C-dot: Large, 1 diam. from R; height 1
Other:
l dent No. H-7023
Oeser.: Dot in BR of N of CENTS
T.P.: F6 2cc
P.P.: ?
State: ?
Perf.: 1 a nd 2 (Icc dated 3/ 9/63)
C-dot: Small, touching at R; height 2
.Other: Short entry in both hatching by L fr.

I II Tagging Along

Kenneth G. Rose, Box 7086, Station 'E', Calgary T3C-3L8, Alberta
It seems such a long time between columns, but much has happened since the
last one. My last error list was revised and
published early in January, and I am surprised at both the number sold, and the
response that I have had from people who
hav'e bought it and have never corre34
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sponded before. It has shed light on new
items, and more important has revealed
new quantities of older items that may
never have come to light.
You may recall several years agQ that 1
was trying to secure a copy of the Manitoba stamp with the Winnipeg Tag error.

It took me many months, and I was finally
offered one for $500, which I turned down.
This stamp was finally sold by the dealer
for $75, and I eventually located one in
Winnipeg for $30. N eedless to say it is
still a rare stamp- I know of only five
used copies. That is, I knew of onl y five
copies until a gentleman down east read
my error list, did some checking, and came
up with a matched set of blank blocks he
received from the Philatelic Section at the
time of issue - all 16 stamps being one
bar errors, or my type 1 I a.
Another oldie that came to light recentl y was a 1969 5c Christmas with the
normal narrow centre bar split directly
over the perfs. This necessitates a new error
type for my charts- Type I Oa. You never
know what you will find if you have the
time to look for it.
There are still untagged errors showing
up. The latest are 688, the $2 Stadium and
6 15 Jean Mance. Also unconfirmed is the
first Olympic $1. One new perfin, the current 20c definitive with C.N.R. 2la, and
confirmation of a previously reported one
- #587 2c C.N.R. 2 l a.
With the increased interest and correspondence on tagged stamps, l am seriously
considering putting together a book in cooperation with John Jamieson of Saskatoon
and Paul Berlinguette of Calgary. As you
know I had decided against it with the lull

in activity over the past couple of years.
but the interest seems to be reviving, and
now might be the time.
I would appreciate any ideas readers
might have o n what should be included.
However I have made up my mind that it
will not go into the great detail covered
by the Keane-Hughes book on the Centennial issue, nor will great emphasis be
placed on "freaks", of which there are
thousands. Papers will be limited to a maximum of seven.
I would also appreciate any findings of
the 2c Laurier untagged. I have located
two used on cover, and correspondence
with one of the senders produced a single
mint. I find it hard to believe that these are
the only three known at present, because
with the recent rate changes from 8c to
JOe and then JOe to 12c there must have
been millions used. However, it is now obsolete, and a little time spent searching
might produce some more. Somewhat in
the same category is the #604 QE JOe
plum with Type Gla. The coil stamp with
one bar is very common both used a.nd
mint, but the sheet stamp bas not been reported to me in any condition with one bar,
and I only have three used.
We are now into May, but by the time
you read this the nights will be closing in
agai n, so get out your lamps and help me
keep my information as current as possible.

Semi-Official Airmails
Haughton E. Sanguinetti, 591 Mediterranean Manor, Dunedin, Fla., USA 33528
MacMillan Aerial Ex pedition A Fantasy
Popularity of Semi - Official Airmail
Stamps of Canada around 1940 spawned
"Fantasies" - stamps supposedly issued by
aviation companies serving remote areas of
the North. From time to time these emissions turn up.
One of these illegitimate issues is the
"MacMillan Aerial Expedition" stamp. It
was printed in light violet in a miniature
sheet of four stamps with wide margins.
Each sheet has a plate number.
These stamps were printed and issued

without approval of the postal authorities
and, so far as can be ascertained, are never
authorized by the proposed MacMillan
Arctic Expedition.
It has been reported that those interested in the Expedition considered the issuance of souvenir labels for promotional
purposes and to raise money for the proposed expedition, but on failing to procure
approval of the postal au thorities the
project was dropped.
It is probable that the souvenir miniature sheets are related to this promotional
pla n but no evidence has been uncovered
that they were ever authorized or approved
BNA TOPICS / JULY-AUGUST, 1977
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by the proposed MacMillan expedition nor
that the Expedition in any way benefitted
from the printing or sale of these labels
which can only be designated as "Fantasies".
Study Group Bulletins
Over the past years under the editorship
of Ernest F. Smith and then by Trelle
Morrow. Bulletins have been sent out to
members of the Canadian Semi-Official
Airmail Study Group. They covered the
history of the companies who issued the
stamps and information about the issues.

Those Study Group Bulletins are being
discontinued and it is hoped that volunteers will carry on the work of editing and
revising the Bulletin material.
An appeal is issued to anyone who can
supply notes, manuscript, photos, or whatever on Commercial Airways, Ltd., Klondike Airways and Western Canada Airways
so that such material can be correlated and
included in a proposed handbook on Canadian Semi-Official Airmails. Volunteers
should write either to Mr. Trelle Morrow
or to Mr. Sanguinetti.

-Philately In Print, Toronto

Perlin Column No. 1
The last issue of Topics carried the first in
a series of articles entitled Perfin Column.
Unfortunately the author's name and address
were omitted. Readers wishing to contact
36
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the author should write to : Michael Dicketts,
61 Alwington Avenue, Kingston, Ontario,
K7L 4R4. Mr. Dicketts will be contributing
more articles in the series in future.

Jubilee Jottings
BY ALFRED

P. COOK

JUBILEE JOTTINGS
t~e ~ibernian a shove that sent her spinCANADIAN NOTES
rung mto the crowd. "Sure it's back on the
farm pitching fodder to the cattle yez ought
By REA
The people of Canada, and especially of to be," shrieked the woman and the crowd
evidently agreed with her for in about two
Toronto, have gone Jubilee Stamp crazy.
The new stamps were placed on sale in minutes the policeman was jammed into a
corner with his helmet locked down over
Toronto on June 19th at 9 o'clock a.m.
Before that hour had arrived the post office his eyes and his chest fallen in about three
inches with the crowd more disordered
had become tightly crowded and when 9
o'clock came there was a surging mass of than ever. Another policeman was called
and still another until the unique spectacle
hu manity fi~htin,g for a place at the stamp
was presented of the distributor's office
~ounter. Tbts crowd kept increasing until
tt extended way out on Adelaide Street and which contains generally but one young
much resembled the brute-force committee lady, being supplied with the vendor three
of some university in an endeavor to obtain young ladies, three policemen two 'detecpriority in getting into a theatre on Hal- tives and one sergeant of poiice. An imloween night. It had been expected that promptu railing was formed of a bench and
the crowd was made to "line up". But this
there would be somewhat of an increased
demand for the jubilee stamps and another was found to be too slow and the window
young lady bad been stationed behind the opening on Adelaide Street was opened and
the stamps banded out to the crowd on the
counter to assist the two young ladies who
ordinarily dispense the pictures of Her street beneath. From the time of starting
the sale of the jubilee stamps up to the time
Majesty. When the office finally opened for
the sale of the jubilee stamps the crowd of writing, t~ree days later, the post-office
was orderly for just about one minute has been crowded, and if it were possible
when a man was shoved clear over the to see the office now you would see a
crowd lined up on the street waiting their
counter into the distribution office. This
immediately brought forth stamp vendor turn.
- MEKEEL'S Vol. 10, 8 July 1897
Hewitt who "remonstrated strongly" with
the crowd. But the crowd seemed to have
no idea of the official importance of Mr.
• • •
Hewitt and it looked for a moment as
though that gentleman would be squeezed
CANADIAN NOTES
through the window out on to Adelaide
By REA
Street. A sudden thought seemed to strike
The
first
person
(to) ask for the new
the vendor and clapping his bat on his
head he disappeared, returning in a few stamps was one of Toronto's leading dealminutes with an exultant smile on his face ers. He placed about $100 on the counter
and a six-foot policeman at his side. The asking for halves and sixes. In reply he got
"bobby" proceeded to take a position of just two lh-cent slamps, which he indigadvantage in front of the counter and nantly refused.
- Ibid
looked sternly at the crowd, chewing the
chain of his helmet with the look that Goliath must have worn when he daily paraded
forth to challenge the Israelites. A poor
old Irish woman who had been jammed
A notice in the office now reads that
into the crowd in an innocent attempt to none of the the, 6c, 8c, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00,
procure a three-cent stamp to post a letter, $4.00, or $5.00 will be sold unless the
was the first object of the policeman's w~ole set is taken.
wrath. "Stand back!" he cried as he gave
- I bid

• • •
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A correspondent writes to the Post and
asks whether or not there is a market at
present for cancelled stamps as there was,
he understands, in the days of the past. The
paper answers wearily that it does not or
never did know of any such market. The
Record illustrated the three-cent Canada
Jubilee and spoke about the set as follows:
"Stamp collectors will soon have some
very beautiful new stamps to post in their
albums. In celebration of the jubilee of
Queen Victoria, which has just been held,
new stamps are to be issued by England
and by nearly all of her colonies, just as
the United States issued the Columbian
postage stamps to commemorate the
World's Fair. In Canada the stamps are
very pretty. They show two pictures, one
of the queen as she looked in 1837, when
she was crowned sovereign of Great Britain,
and one as she looks at present, in the sixtieth year of her reign. These stamps will
probably be common enough before the
summer is past, but no collection will be
complete without them."
The statement of the Record, that nearly
all the British Colonies are to issue new
stamps in celebration of the jubilee is,
happily, not that of an authority.
- Ibid

• • •
CANADA JUBILEE
I, 2, 3, S, 6, 8, 10, 1S, 20,
SOc, $1 , $2, $3, $4, $S .... ..
..... . $18.00
lh c to SOc, 1l varieties ... ... .. .... .. ... .... l.SO
Canada Revenues, 1S varieties ...... ..
. I0
Nova Scotia, 8~c green, u nused .... .. 1.2S
Nova Scotia, 10, red ........ ..... ..
.90
Nova Scotia, 12lhc, black ............ ...
.25
Nova Scotia, l c, black .. ..................
.40
Nova Scotia, 2c mauve ......................
. 18
Send list of wants. Books on approval to
responsible parties. Price list free. Canada
revenues - big stock, low prices.
CARTIE R STAMP CO.
Snowden Chambers, Toronto, Canada
- Ibid
~.

•

*

•

CANADA
JUBILEE ISSUE
ALL UNUSED:
ONLY 25,000 SETS ISSUED
POSTAGE EXTRA
6 var. ~c to Sc and Post Card ....... $ .2S
38
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~c

to lOc and Post Card ......
.SO
POST FREE
12 var. !h e to SOc and Post Card .... 1.50
13 var. ~c to $1.00 and Post Card .. 2.70
POST FREE-REGISTERED
17 var. !he to $5 and Post Card,
comp. .............................................. 17.SO
Stamps bought for dealers at S per cent
over face, for not less than $S.OO worth.
Orders forwarded on June 19th, day of
issue.
WESTON STAMP CO.
31 King St. E.
Toronto, Canada
- Ibid

9 var.

•

*

•

HERE YOU ARE!
Wanted, a few more GOOD agents to
sell a superior lot of stamps at 60 PER
CENT off. Send references. Read this and
send an offer; sure to please and a great
snap.
DIAMOND JUBILEE PACKET No. 1
Contains 2S varieties of B.N.A. postage
and revenues, also other British Colonials.
A superior packet catalogued over 7Sc.
My price but 25c, post free.
DIAMOND JUBILEE PACKET No. 2
Containing SO varieties of such stamps
as quoted above, only a better and finer
grade, many scarce and rare, catalogued
over $1.50; my price is SOc, post free.
The first five ordering No. I will receive
a scarce stamp worth 25c and to the first
five ordering No. 2, one worth SOc. Jubilee
stamps used on letteTs when issued.
WM. A. BEATTY
88 King Street, St. Catharines, Ont. Can.
- Ibid

•

*

*

Dame Rumor has it that all the 8c
stamps have been ordered back to Ottawa
by the department.
-Ibid

•

*

•

There is not a dealer in T oronto who
has 100 halves or sixes.
- I bid

If the sale keeps up next week as it has
this, all the supply will be exhausted. Thousands of dollars worth were sold the first
day.

sent to a local dealer by a kindly-minded
Canadian, who remitted several of the
stamps for the equivalent of return postage,
on the stampman's price-list.
-Ibid

-Ibid

• •

•

•

CHICAGO NOTES
By C. E. Severn
The lower values of the Canada Jubilee
issue were seen here this week. Their appearance is such as to evoke favorable comment from the average beholder. Probably,
the very first specimens received here were

-

.'

.

.

~

.

*

*

The Jubilee stamps were widely and well
heralded. On the day of the issue, many of
the American newspapers contained quite
elaborate dispatches descriptive of the
stamps.
-Ibid

The RPO Cowcatcher

Lewis M . Ludlow
Gamlen Far East, No. 6- 17, Shibaura 4-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan

M-64A
TPO HX-YARM
One Hammer, Type 12
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: June 5, 1937
Usage : Very rare
R.F.: 200
Comments: Previously thought to be only on
facing slip, Hugh Aitken has sent us a copy of
a lovely cover with the above earliest struck on the
face. This is a real gem that the rest of us can
pursue. Being a rubber stamp, we have defined
this Is a singlo hammer.

Our data on M-64B, HALIFAX & YAR/
R.P.O. is incomplete; we will report on this
run in a future, up-coming column after consultation with Shaw.

M-65
INVERNESS & PT. TUPPER R.P.O./.
One Hammer, Type 17
Proofed: April S, 1917
tst Period
2nd Period
Earliest: July 10, 1917
October 21, 1931
Latest: November 22, 1921
February 13, 1932
Indicia: E, W equally
156, 157 equally
Usage: Common
Scarce
R.F.: 100 (90%)
100 (10%)
Comments: Despite sufficiently available material,
we have been unable to find anything to close the
10 year gap between these two periods. While the
2nd Period of M-{;5 just precedes the initiation of
Hammer I of M-{;6, there does not seem to be any
overlap. What was used during the time span 1921·
1931?

M-66
INVERNESS & PT. TUPPER R.P.O./.
Four Hammers, Type 17H
Hammer 1

Proofed: August 6, 1932
Earliest: September 3, 1932
Latest: November 2, 1939
fndicia: 156 only
Usage: Common throughout period
R.F.: 100 (67%)
Comments: This is the most well known of the
four hammers. However, it should be recognized
that this is not a common run. While Hammer 11
was struck in 1936, we have found no overlapping
use with Hammer I
H ammer D
Proofed: December 17, 1936
Earliest: May 19, 1942
Latest: March 15, 1943
Indicia: 156 only
Usage: Scarce
R.F.: 100 (22%)
Comments: This hammer was in use during the
war for less than one year; examples are' difficult to
find. As mentioned above, there was no overlap
with Hammer I.
Hammer DI
Proofed: February 27, 1942
Earliest: Not yet known
Indicia: PM in proof strike
Usage: Unknown
R.F.: 100 (-)
Comments: It would be interesting to learn why
this hammer was brought out, when Hammer II
saw such limited use, and this one apparently r.ooe.
Perhaps someone can come forward with examples
of Hammer III.
Hammer IV
Proofed: April 22, 1944
Earliest: July 20, 19S4
Latest: October 11, 1954
Indicia: 156 only
Usage: Currently rare
R.F.: 100 (11%)
Comments: We believe that both the earliest and
BN A TO PICS
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latest dates o r this hammer will be superceded. Although Train 137 Is known for M-6S, and has been
reported for M-66, we have not yet been able to confirm the Iauer. We would appreclale any report.

SE PARATION OF M-66 HAMMERS
Step l . Hammers I, ll and III have midvertical dots on either side of R.P.O. between
the ends of the ru n; Hammer IV has no such
dots. Hammer I is 2311.1mm in diameter,
Hammers II and IV- 24mm diameter, and
Hammer ill - 24\l.lmm diameter.
Step 2. Measure the chordal distance from
the bottom of the left leg of the first "N" to
the bottom of the right leg of the second
"N", both of INVERNESS. For Hammer
IV, this distance will be 9+mrn; for the
other three hammers, this distance is about
8mm, slightly more or Jess.
Step 3. One measurement will now separate the three remaining hammers. Take
the chordal distance from the bottom of the
"T" of PT. to the bottom of the left leg of
the "R" of TUPPER. Hammer I measures
1Omm, Hammer ll - 9+mm, and Hammer
JJJ -lOY.lmm.
A chart of chordal measurements for
M-66 is available upon request.

M-67
INV. & POINT TUPPER R. P.O./ .
One Rammer, Type 17
Proofed: January 19, 1910
Earliesl: May 13, 1910
Latest: October 16, 1916
Indicia: W-common; E-scarce
Usage: Within period, constant early,
intermittent late
R.F.: 120
Comments: lndicia completely inverted December 21, 1913. This run had a short life of about
six years before being replaced by M-6S; It was
just as well. The single hammer of M -67 wore
badly and good strikes are the exception outside
of the first year or so.

R-76E
INVERNESS R'W'Y/ N.S.
(formerly M-68)
Two Hammen, 1)pe 13B

Hammer I
Proofed: December 16, 1903
Earliest: Not yet reported
Indicia: W in proof strike
Usage: Unknown
R.F.: 120 (-)
Comments: This strike, when found, will be
readily recognizable. The tops of the apostrophe'
in R'W'Y arc below the top level of the adjacent
leuers, the "W" Is wide ( 11-imm) at the base, and
40
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the space between the extended arms of the " Y"
is narrow, Jess than 2mm. This proof was not
found in our inspection of the proof books, but
rather was found in some material which was
being thrown away by the Post Office and was
kindlY forwarded to us by the Director of the
Postal Museum. Here is one to go looking for in
your collection.
Hammer n
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: June 2 1, 1904
Latest: December 31, 1909
Indicia: \V--<:ommon; E--scarce
Usage: Continuous throughout period
R.F.: 120 (100%)
Comments: This run immediately preceded M-,67;
we have found no overlap. Although only one
proof strike is known, we believe that these two
hammers were struck about the same time. Hammer JI Is immediately identifiable by the R'W'Y';
the apostrophes are fully up to the top of the
adjacent letters involved. the base of the "W" Is
very narrow (l mm maximum), and the space between the extended arms of the "Y" Is wide, exceeding 2mm.

M -69
LUNEN BURG & M IDDLETON/ R.P.O.
One Hammer, Type 17H
Proofed: March 6, 1911
Earliest: April 12, 1911
Latest: August 3, 1922
Jndlcia: N, S equally
Usage: Continuous through 1918; then 1922 alone
R.F.: 100
Comments: This run immediately followed M-70
without any apparent overlap, We believe that
M-69 is considerably more scarce than the indicated rarity factor. Strikes whe.n found are generally good without too much wear. No major rim
or leuer breaks are noticeable throughout th e full
period of use.

M-70
LUN . & M ID'TON R. P.O./ .
One Hammer, Type 17
Proofed: December 26, 1903
Earliest: March 14, 1904
Latest: July 20, 1910
Indicia: N- common; &-scarce
Usage: Uniformly throughout period
R.F.: ISO
Comments: This hammer, ln use for about seven
years, wore well; on the surface, Its replacement
by M-69 does not seem unwarranted. Perhaps the
M-70 hammer was lost; equally probable, the
authorities may have p"'ferred the full spelling of
tho two town names as given in M -69.

M-71
McADAM & ANDOVER/ P.C.
One Rammer, Type J4A
Proofed: October 3, 1887
Earliest: January 26, 1889
Indicia: S only
Usage: Rare
R .F.: 170
Comments: Although previously reported by
Gedye, only one strike is currently known to
exist, namely that above in the collection of John
Slverts. This Is a beautiful full strike on a 3'c carmine Small Queen. Congratulations, John!

M-72

*
McADAM & EDMUNSTON
R.P.O./ .
Four Hammers, Type 17
Hammer I
P'r oofed: Unknown
Earliest: September 11, 1903
Latest: August 6, 1906
Indicia: ~ommon; N-scarce
Usage: Relatively uniform throughout three year
period
R.F.: 140 (30.8%)
.
Comments: "60" for "06" on latest above;
"JUH" for "JUN" on June 4, 1904. This hammer
suffered extensive rim damage and from December, 1904, strikes often appear to be without rim
at all, such as in a Type 4. The lettering around
the direction slug is frequently recessed. A ma)Oi'
break on the right side of the "0" of EDMONSTON is indicative of Hammer I.
Hammer II
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: September 15, 1903
Latest: September 21, 1903
Indicia: N, S
Usage: Rare
R.F.: 140 (3.8%)
Comments: ·w e have found only two strikes of
Hammer IT, both partial and worn- but distinctly
identifiable. We believe that both Hammers I and
II were issued at the same time, but based on the
wear on the 1903-04 strikes, we would expect significantly earlier dates for both hammers. We find
it interesting that the misspelling of EDMONSTON was carried forward to the last two hammers after three years' use of the error in the first
two hammers.
Hammer m
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: September 12, 1906
Latest: January 3, 1909
Indicia: S---eommon; N- rare
Usage: Uniform throughout period
R.F.: 140 (30.8%)
Comments: A major break on the left side of
the "0" of EDMONSTON is indicative of Hammer III; this is present on even heavy strikes. A
major rim break over this same "0" is also indicative of Hammer JH . This hammer w(1(e poorly
and later strikes show numerous minor breaks.
• _misspelling of EDMUNDSTON.
Hammer IV
Proofed: Unknown
Earliest: October 17, 1906
Latest: March 9, 1909
Indicia: s-common; N-scarce
Usage: Uniform throughout period
R.F.: 140 (34.6%)
Comments: This is the most common of the four
M-72 hammers. It appears that Hammers l and II
were withdrawn simultaneously in August(Septem·
ber, 1906, and replaced with Hammers III and IV.
There are no significant breaks to report for this
hammer. An inverted "7" in the strike of October
15, 1907.

SEPARATION OF M-72 HAMMERS

Step 1. A strike with little or no rim present is
probably Hammer J. A major break in the right
side of the "0" of EDMONSTON is probably
Hammer f., while one on the left side Is probably
Hammer 1fT. With none of these characteristics

present, the strike is probably Hammers II or IV.
Unless subsequently refuted, dates will divide
Hammers I and II from Hammers III and lV.
Step 2. Check the space between EDMONSTON and R.P.O.; on full strikes, there is a mid·
vertical dot in the space on Hammers I and II ,
and there is no dot for Hammers lll and IV.
SteJ) 3. M easure the chordal distance from the
bottom of the right leg of the second "M" of
McADAM to the bottom of the "T" of EDMONSTON; Hammers I and Ill measure a full 12mm,
while Hammers II and IV are only 11 Y.!mm .
SteJ) 4. If the above has not provided identification, the following is conclusive. Measure the
chordal distance from the bottom of the "T" of
EDMUNSTON to the bottom of the "P" of R.P.O.;
Hammer J is 7mm while Hammer II is only 6Y.!mm
and Hammer Ill is only 6mm while Hammer IV
is almost 7Y.!mm.
A chart of chordal measurements is available
for those who find that the above steps are inconclusive.

M-73 has been delisted. It was determined that what was reported as MIDDLETON & ANNAPOLIS/M.C. was in fact
MIDDLETON (ANNAPOLIS)IN.S. This
was a well known circular date cancellation in the Maritimes and was not a railway cancellation. An napolis was the district in which this MIDDLETON was located as distinguished from the MIDDLETON in the Antigonishe District, which
was also located in Nova Scotia.
We have never seen M-73A, MIDDLELUNENBURG Ry., nor is it currently
known in the major collections which have
recently been inventoried by the R.P.O.
Study Group. If it exists, Gillam believes
it would have preceded M-69 and M-70.
It was originally reported by C. S. Johnson,
but its whereabouts is currently unknown.

M-74
MONCTON & CAMPBELLTON/ M.C.
Two Hammers, Type 4G
Hammer I
Proofed: January 1881
Earliest: December 8, 1885
Latest: August 2, 1898
Indicia: NORTH-<ommon; SOUTH- scarce
Usage: Scarce th rough 1892; common thereafter
R.F.: 110 (100%)
Comments: Earlier dates than th.e above will undoubtedly be found; we have a strike from 1882
or 1883, but the dale- is not definitive. Inverted
NORTH on June 21, 1894. In December, 1894,
there occurs a major break in the back of the
"C' of CAMPBELLTON that Is constant thereafter. Around April/May. 1895, there is a break
in the right leg of the "A" of CAMPBELLTON,
just below the crossbar, that is also constant thereafter.
Hammer II
Proofed: December 19, 1890
Earliest: Not yet reported
Indicia: NORTH in proof strike
BN A TOP ICS
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Usage: Unknown
R.F.: 110 (·)
Comments: This strike was discovered on page
172 of the Prilchard & Andrews Proof Book in
The Philatelic Foundation; unfortunately, however,
no measurements were taken of this strike and
this information is not now available to us. In
40 strikes of M-74, we can Identify only a single
hammer, Hammer I, and could not spot a second
one. SpeciJlc characteristics, particularly rim
breaks, make the confirmation of Hammer J rclalively simple; however, not knowing what we are
looking for ln Hammer Il complicates the problem. It may be that Hammer II was never used;
it may even be that the second proof book Slrike
was done after repair work on Hammer I . We
would appreciate any help on this that our readers
can give; we are looking for a new and different
M-74 hammer occurring after December 19, 1890.
We would appreciate suing anything that appears
even slightly different. Characteristics of Hamrner
I are given at the end of the M -74 group of runs.

M -74A

*

MONCTON & CAMPBELTON • I.C.R./ • Misspelling for CAMPBELLTON
Tb«e Hammen, Type 4D
Kammer I
Proofed: June 8, 1876
Earliest: July 12, 1880
Latest: To be advised
Indicia: SOUTH only so far
Usage: Rare
R.F.: ISO (33%)
Comments: The M-74A hammers, plus M-740,
immediately preceded those of M-74. It ls very
curious, however, that this Hammer I was misspeUed, the second (M-740) was spelled correctly,
while the last two were again misspelled. In any
case all saw at most limited usc, and some may
nev~r have been used. Hammer r is identifled by
a dot between CAMP~ELTON and R.P.O.; this
dot is positioned obove the mid-point of the verti·
ca l. We have only a single strike, that above, and
it Is only a partial one.
Hummer II
Proofed: April IS, 1880
Earliest: - - , 1882
Latest: April 2~. 1887
Indicia: SOUTH only
Usage: Rare
R.P.: 1~0 (67%)
Comments: We have only two strikes, and one
is partial; however, the latest above is a fuU strike
o n a lovely pair of 3c Small Queens on piece.
Hammer n is ldentiJled by the absenc·e of any
dot between CAMPBELTON and R.P.O. This run
Is much more rare tban M-748 which currently
has the same rarity factor.
Ka mmer lll
Proofed: January I , 1881
Earliest: Not yet reported
Indicia : SOUTH In proof strike
Usage: Unknown
R.F.: I SO (·)
Comments: Although this hammer bas been
identified from the proof book strike, we have
never seen a strike of Hammer I If, and hope that
one can be located among our readers. Hammer
111 can be identified by a dot between CAMPBELTON and R.P.O., located only at the mld·
point on the vertical and In a position lower and
42 / BNA TOPICS
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further down than that of Hammer I. If a strike
of Hammer Ill can be found, we would like to
see it so that we can establish the full identification measurements of Hammer Ill.

M -74B
MONCTON & CAMPBELLTON
R.P.O./One Kammer, Type 40
Proofed: About November, 1878
Earliest: September 6, 1882
Latest: November 3, 1909
Indlcia: NORTH, SOUTH equally
Usage: Spotty throuah 1892; then intem1ittent
to the end
R.P.: ISO
Comments: This run came Into existence Just
after M-74, Hammer l, and M-74A, Hammer I.
We saw the undated strike in the proof bOOk· on
the same page with R-140 and R-1~0. the latter
dated October 25, 1878. This hammer was used ln
spurts, heavy ln 1893/ 95 and aaaln in 1907/09.
Because of the multiple letters, wblcb were small,
and because of overinking, clear strikes are the
exc.eption rather than the rule.

We have never seen a strike of M-74C,
MONCI'ON & CAMPBELLTON I P.C.,
Type 4G. No copies have been reported in
the Study Group inventory nor is there any
record of a proof strike. We doubt its existence and suspect it may have been reported
in error from a strike of M-74. With possibly six other ha mmers in operation, we
cannot see the need for a seventh.

M -740
MONCTON & CAMPBELLTON
I.C.R./-

One U..mer, Type 40
Proofed: July 20, t 876
Earliest: Not yet reported
Indicia: None in proof strike
Usage: Unknown
R.F.: 200
Comments: This hammer, correctly speUed, was
issued In the month following that of the misspelled Hammer I, M-74A. When found, this hammer will be recognized by the period between
CAMPBELLTON and R.P.O., located on the base
llne rather than at the mld-verUcal, Hammer Ill.
M·74A, or above the mid-vertical, Hammer I,
M-74A . The value of hammer analysis was reaUy
brought borne to us by virtue of thls exercise. We
had previously reported a copy of M-740; our
identltlcation was based on the obvious differences
from our full strike of M-74A, even though most
of the CAMPBELLTON was misslna. What we
had, confirmed by chordal measurements and
positionina, was oot M-740 but rather a slrike
of Hammer I , M -74A, which was different from
our full strike, which was Hammer II, M-74A.

IDENTIFICATION OF M -7 4
GROUP OF HAMMERS
This problem is ln a state of flux. We have
given some identiflcaUon characteristics within
each hammer but this Is not sufficient for partial
strikes, particularlY those showing only the lert
side. A strike with only MONCTON could possibly be any one of seven hammers of the 4 Type.

We have taken full chordal measurements on
M-74, Hammer I , M-74A, Hammer Il and M-748,
and partial measurements on M-74A, Hammer I ;
however, we have nothina on M-74, Hammer II.
M-74A, Hammer III, M-740 and M-74C, if it

M-74, I
M-74, n
M-74A,I
M-74A,II
M-74A,lli
M-748
M-74C
M-740

exiscs. We would like to see copies of any or
the above last five that may be held among our
readers so that we can complete the identl.ficatlon
program on the M·74 group of runs. The !ollowlna
are the basic characteristics of these hammers:

M.C.

J.C.R.

R .P .O.

P .C.

ELLT

ELT

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No
No

Step 1. Measure the chordal distance from the
bottom of the left leg of the first "N" to the bottom of the right leg of the second "N", both of
MONCTON. M-74, I, is about 9\llmrn, M-74A, II
Is 7rnm and M-748 is 8mm; the balance are unknown.
Step 2. Measure the chordal distance from the
right leg of the second "N" of MONCTON to the
bottom of the left leg of the "A" of CAMPBELLTON. M-74, I, is 6+mm, M -74A, Il is
$Y.mm and M-748 Is Smm. The balance are un-

Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Aft~r

TON

Small arc (dash) at edge
Small arch (dash) at edge
Dot above mid-vertical
Nothing
Mid-vertical dot
Mid-vertical dot to dash
Unknown
Base Line Period

known.
Step 3. Measure the length from the bottom o r
the "T" to the bottom of the right leg of the "N",
both of CAMPBELLTON. M-74 I, 1s 4~mrn ,
M-74A, I and H are 4Y.mm, M-74B is 4mm.
Step 4. Measure the distance from the bottom
of the "I" to the bottom of the left leg of he " R",
both of I .C.R. M·74A, I, 1s almost Smm, M-74A,
II, is only 4Y. mm. M-74A, III and M-740 are
un.k nown.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
S. Africa Cachet
May I be permitted to make a few comments on the article "Canadian Contingent
Cachet" by Kenneth Rowe in the MarchApril 1977 issue of Topics.
The observation of the difference in the
size of the cachet is laudable. Others exist,
42.25x27.5, for instance. I have long
thought, that for this type of cancel,
changes in climatic conditions could well
be the reason. If one considers the minor
breaks in the inner circle, the relative position of the letters one to the other, one
finds these to be constant throughout and
appearing on all sizes of the cachet.
The "en route" cachet does exist used
on January 31st 1900. After all, the ship
was in port on that day, good enough reason for the post office to be in use. Apparently Mr. Richardson and Mr. Rowe have
not seen this item. I trust this does not
bring it into disrepute. For Mr. Rowe's
benefit there is a further date of use of the
"en route" cachet. It does exist-and it is
- genuine.
The "Wreck of Mexican" cover with "en

route" cachet surprisingly enough is also
genuine. I did not "report" the cover in
ABWP vol. 18/1; the information was contained in a "resume" I was asked to write
for them having been the first winner of
a cup they graciously donated to the S.A.
Philatelic Federation for competition at our
annual National Philatelic Exhibitions. Regrettably the letter "E" (fifth in the alphabet) has been adopted as a "C" (third in
the alphabet), somewhere along the way. I
trust this will now explain Mr. Rowe's dilemma. His type n cancellation could not
have been used with a "C" Battery at this
time, the canceller was then in Bloemfon·
tein. This is proven by the several covers
known to exist.
"Free From Strathcona's Horse"; I would
treat this cancel with the utmost reserve.
Three such are known - all addressed to
Hechter of 1885 Rebellion fame. There was
a Hechter in the Contingent, it is an open
question whether this was of home manufacture as well.
-John Wannerton
Cape Town,
South Africa.
More letters on p. 53
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A Modern Perforation Variety
by

HANS R EICHE

Perforation varieties are not normally
rare. They occur in various forms. Misperforations may be found which cut the
stamp in half or shift the perforations so
that, for example, the value printed on the
stamp does not occur at aU, or only on the
next stamp. Double perforations exist and
sometimes perforations are almost blind·
when the machine does not punch the bote'
but just indents the paper. A perforation
pin may break leaving an unpunched hole·
or worse the stamp may be perforated only
partly or not at all. Of course some of
these perforation varieties may be very
rare. Usually, though, these varieties are
detected by the quality control and discarded, and only a few odd items come on
the market.
With some of the new automated printing machines installed at bank note companies, the precision to print and perforate
stamps depends on the reliability of the
machine. As we all know the more complex the machines become, the greater is
the chance of a failure, and it is not surprising that a number of interesting varie-.
ties have been noted from recent printings.
Missing colours are a good example and
although belatedly reported, one such nicq
variety was found on B4 with the yellov.~
colour missing. The large nu mber of im..
perforated coil stamps are another example.
T he cost of unrolli ng coils for quality audi11
would be prohibitive.
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The so-called H perforator on the new
machine used by the Canadian Bank Note
Company is in a sense nothing more than
a multiple H configured plate, with perforation pins which punch the perforation holes
in each so-called press sheet, consisting of
400 stamps. To complete the total perforation of this press sheet requires 10 punching
cycles. If each punch cycle is perfectly
aligned, the perforation holes will all be
perfectly spaced and aligned vertically and
horizontally. With the high speed of the
machine this requires accurate and exact
synchronization. The result is that sometimes the machine does not do exactly
what the program has told it to do.
From this two different types of varieties can be found. The align ment may not
be perfect, and slight misplacements of a
series of holes can be found. If extensive
they look like jumps or steps. Many such
misalignments exist. Recentl y the Sc precancel was issued. Some sheets examined
showed that the top row of all stamps had
o ne perforation hole missing, that all top
row stamps were higher by about 2mm
and that some minor misalignment was
evident in the vertical line of perforations
between the end ofthe top and bottom
row start. The hunt came up with about
300 such complete sheets, a ll having this
top row perforated as shown in the illustration. The Sc precancel will have a short

- Philately In Print, Toronto
life and so only a short special run was
made from an existing plate to prepare
the precancels. Therefore only a limited
number of such sheets with this variety
exist. The special printing eliminates the
existence of this variety on the regular

sheets. It should therefore be a good
foration variety for any specialist. Mr.
Kollmann was very generous to show
variety to me and to leave one of
blocks with me.

perArt
this
the

Letter Sorting Mechanization
in Canada
by SALLY S. TUNNICLIFF
Part 7
Jn previous articles I have covered the
basics of Canadian letter sorting mechanization. This article, which will be the last
in the present series, will describe a few
previously undescribed items and bring
readers as up-to-date as possible on Canadian postal mechanization.
My original thought on postal mechanization in Canada was that because it is quite
successful technologically, there would be
few changes and that those items being produced today would be readil y available
later. In reality, there are many items
which are no longer being produced and
are quite difficult to find .

There are three post offices which have
each had one suite of coding consoles removed. Ottawa and Winnipeg at one time
had console numbers from #37-48 and
Edmonton had #25-36. Envelopes with
these high numbers are very difficult to find
from these cities now. One exception is
Edmonton #34. Although this number
should have c.eased to exist on April 15,
1976 when console #25-36 last coded mail,
I have had a steady supply. It is my hypothesis that this number die was inserted
into the # 10 position in Edmonton. I have
found no Edmonton # lO's although all the
other numbers are rather plentiful. I have
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not been able to confirm this through the
post office, however.
Saskatoon originally began the program
with console # 1-12, but these were later
replaced by #37-48 to distinguish Saskatoon-coded envelopes from Regina-coded
envelopes. Ottawa, of course, originally had
the horizontal (upright) numbers rather
than the vertical (sideways). The horizontal numbers are actually less scarce than
some of the more recently produced numbers. This, I believe, is because being the
first type, they caught the attention of collectors and they were kept.
Another interesting development has
been the addition of dots to the console
numbers in Calgary and Edmonton. Calgary experimented by adding dashes to the
number for a few weeks. The dashes proved
unsatisfactory so they were changed to a
large dot above the number. Edmonton has
just begun the use of a smaller dot beside
the console number. I expect the numbers
with dots to become quite common. But,
please, don't throw away any envelopes
with numbers which have dashes beside
them.
A few envelopes have been turning up
lately with black console nu mbers. The bars
continue to be yellow. There are envelopes
with upright #4's dated October 9-22,
1974, and at least one envelope with a sideways #3 dated N ovember 17, 1976. Envelopes with black numbers are a result of
experiments in Ottawa using ribbons which
have a black strip in the number position.
It was hoped that the ribbons would prove
to be Jess costly than the yellow ribbons.
Latest information from the post office indicates that the experiments have been discontinued. The all-yellow ribbons have apparently been judged to be the better.
There has been another change in Ottawa which is less apparent, but quite interesting. If you have envelopes from Ottawa dated prior to September 1976 you
will notice that in most cases the yellow
bars extend to a position 10-15mm. from
the right edge of the envelope. On envelopes dated after September 1976 (#1-24
only), these bars usually extend to a position 20-25mm from the right edge. It was
found that with the 10-15mm distance, the
printed bars would sometimes fall on the
envelope over the edge of the papers inside. This would cause poor printing of the
bars. For this reason the distance was
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changed and the chance of a bar being
printed over the edge of an enclosure is
greatly reduced. Other cities have always
had the greater distance.
Two sideways numbers have been printed
in a position inverted in relation to the
normal. One is Ottawa's #28 and the
other is Regina's # 10. Both have been inverted for some time and consequently
neither are particularly difficult to find at
the present time. I suspect that these are a
result of an error in inserting the dies.
The accompanying table is a revised listing of events in the mechanization program. The dates in most cases have been
supplied by Canada Post. A few, however,
are based upon my own philatelic evidence
and reports from other collectors. Some
changes, such as the one from upright to
sideways numbers in Ottawa, have occurred over a period of time, not all numbers
being changed on the same day. The same
situation is probably true for the addition
of dots and dashes. Philatelic evidence is
probably the only method by which these
dates will be definitely established.
The date for the beginning of OCR cod·
ing was October 2 1, 1974 according to the
post office. I have bad several reports of
envelopes dated September 1974 and even
one report of an envelope dated August
29, however. It is difficult to assess the
authenticity of the dates in postmarks. T
know from my own experience that dates
in postmarks and meters are incorrect occasionally. This is a possibility which should
always be considered when a pre-start-up
date is found . I am much more apt to believe a date which is a few days or weeks
early rather than one which is a few months
early. If several envelopes show up with
early but different dates, I feel that this is
good evidence that coding did indeed begin
earlier than the post office date, assuming,
of course, that the post office which did
the coding can definitely be established. J
think that there is a very good chance that
OCR coding began earlier than the official
October 21 date.
A great deal has occurred since my date
table appeared in earlier articles. Seven
post offices have installed and begun using
the automated equipment: St. John's, Laval,
Sudbury, Burlington, Kingston, Windsor,
and Montreal (Peel) . There are several
cities which will begin yellow bar coding
in the next few months: Sherbrooke, St.

POST OFFICE MECHANIZATION SCHEDULE AS OF MAY 1977

Cod in& c~nll'e

Ottawa

Winnipeg
Saskatoon
Regina
Edmonton
Calgary
Mississauga
(L4W ITO)
Scarborough
(M1P4TO)
South Central
(M4L 3TO)
Vancouver
(V6B 3AO)
Hamilton
London
St. John, N.B.
St. John's, Nfid.
Laval
(H7S 1ZO)
Burlington
(L7R 2HO)
Kingston
Sudbury
Windsor
Montreal
(Peel)••••

Nu•ber ot OCR
Mac hiDes

Console Nu•bers

Dale Y~Uo" Bar
Codblr Beru

1-24 Upright
1-24 Sideways

3

Oct. 21, 1974?"'

25-36
37-48 ..
1-36
37-48"'*
1-12...
37-48
1-12
1-24 (no dot)
25-36 (no dot)..
1-24 (with dot)
1-24 (no dot)
1-24 (dashes)
1-24 (dot)
1-60

Aug. 21, 1972
Late Oct. to
Early Dec. 1974
Dec. 1, 1973
Dec. I, 1973
Mar. 25, 1974
Mar. 25, 1974
April 8, 1974
Feb. 1, 1976
April 29, 1974
June 3, 1974
J une 3, 1974
Feb. 1977
Oct. 21, 1974
Aug. 16, 1976?
Sept. 9-11, 1976?
Oct. 7, 1974

2

J an. 12, 1976

1-36

D•te Red Bar
Codlnr Beru

0
0
2

Sept. 27, 1976

2

Sept. 20, 1976

4

Dec. 15, 1975

Nov. 13, 1974

2

June 16, 1975

13-96

Jan. 7, 1975

7

Feb.2, 1976

1-48

July 14, 1975

4

Aug. 5, 1975

1-24
1-24
1-12
1-12
1-36?

Dec. 8, 1975
Apr. 12, 1976
May 10, 1976
June 14, 1976
Nov. 1, 1976

0
0
0
0
2

Nov. 1, 1976

1-1 2

Jan.4, 1977?•

0

1-12
1-12
1-12
1-24?

Dec. 13, 1976
Jan. 13, 1977
Mar. 21, 1977
Apr. 18, 1977

0
0
0
2

Apr. 18, 1977

• Earlier dates reported.
•• Ottawa # 3748 last coded mail Jan. 22. 1975; Winnipeg #37-48, May I , 197$; and
Edmonton #25-36, April lS, 1976.
••• Saskatoon #I -12 changed to #37-48 on February 1, 1976.
•••• More machines to become operational soon.
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Catharines, Quebec, Victoria, LongueuiiHrossard, and Oshawa. The Oshawa post
office will be the first to have stand alone
equipment which means the coding consoles are not arranged in a suite of 12.
There will be only eight coding desks there.
Several cities will have OCR equipment
soon: Regina, Hamilton, London, Quebec
and Victoria.
I would like to thank everyone who has

written to me. There are three BNAPSers
who have contributed information which I
have used in this article: W. H. Barnes,
E. R. Toop, and Marc Beaupre. I would
also like to apologize to Marsland Engineering Co. whose place of business was
listed in Part 5 as Guelph. It should have
been Waterloo. Further correspondence can
be addressed to the author at: 265 51st
Avenue, Lachine, Quebec H8T 2W3.

The Canadian Postal Corps
in the Boer War
The following is the fifth in a series of
letters from the Canadian Postal Corps in
South Africa to the Post Office Headquarters in Canada from the files of the
Public Archives of Canada and is reproduced here with the kind permission of the
Public Archives of Canada and the National Postal Museum.
Army Base Post Office,
Cape Town,
25th. April, 1900
The Honourable
The POSTMASTER GENERAL,
Ottawa.
Sir,
It is now two months since the Canadian
Postal Corps arrived in this Colony and I
desire to acknowledge the timely and valuable assistance which your Government has
been so good as to place at my disposal.
Owing to the great and rapid increase in
the number of troops despatched here from
home and the corresponding increase in the
size of the mails, the staff at first provided
proved altogether inadequate, and it has
been necessary to increase the strength of
the Army Post Office Corps fourfold and
to provide much greater accommodation.
The Canadian Staff under the supervision
of Captrun ECCLESTONE has proved very
efficient, and besides relieving me of all
work in connection with the Canadian
troops, has rendered valuable assistance in
the work generally.
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Sergeant JOHNSTON and Privates MURRAY and BEDELL are now with Field
Post Offices at the front. Captain ECCLESTONE and Private LALLIER attend to
the distribution of the correspondence at
the Base Post Office here and the work is
performed in a very satisfactory manner,
reflecting every credit on the Canadian
Post Office Department.
With the expression of fullest appreciation of the services of the Canadian Postal
Corps,
I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
G. W. TREBLE, Major.
Commandi ng Army Post Office Corps

•

• •

Ottawa, 23rd., May, 1900.
Sir:
Permit me to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 25th. ultimo., in which
you express your appreciation of the services rendered by the Canadian Postal Corps
in South Africa. Though not surprised I
am, nevertheless, gratified to learn from
your communication that the Officers of
this Department, who were selected to assist
in the postal work in connection with the
campaign, have discharged their duties in
a manner to merit the good opinion so
kindly expressed in your letter.
Yours faithfully
Wm. M ., P.M.G.

BOOKS

TOPICS

from

BACK ISSUES
AT BARGAIN PRICES

BNAPS

10 a ssorted issues .......... .. ... . $5.00
20 a ssorted issues ........ ...... $ 10.00
No duplicates - a ll issues prior to
197 5 - Postpaid

The following titles
are available from:

BNAPS BOOK DEPARTMENT

LARGER QUANTITIES AVAILABLE
PRO-RATED ON REQUEST

65 HOWE AVENU E
HA MILTO N, ONTARIO, CA NADA

SPECIFIC ISSUES A V AILABLE
Single copies 1976 and afte r $2.00

l 9A 1X2

Single copies
1975 and ea rlie r ... ...... ..... $1.00
BRANDOM Tax Paid ...................... $6.00

Complete volumes
also available ..... ... . ...... $10.00
(postpaid)

SNAPS LIBRARY LIST(members only)

$ 1.00
Su bstantial quantities avai lable

MEYERSON Newfoundland
Specialized ........... .... $5.00

for d istribution at International,

RICHARDSON Flag Cancellations

and Exhibitions, with the authority

$5.00

National and Regional Conve ntions

of Board of Governors.
MAPLE LEAYES Cumulative Index
Vol. 1-14 .................... $3.00

For further information contoct:

*

CIRCULATION MANAGER

ALL ORDERS, INCLUDING DEALERS,

BOX 639

MUST BE PREPAID

COPPER CLIFF, O NTARIO
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TOPICS:THE BUSINESS SIDE
BNAPS: ELECTED OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
PAST PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
2nd VICE-PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Leo J . LaFrance, 29 Underhlll Road, Ossining, N .Y. IOS62
James J . Pike, S80S Balsam St., Apt. 801, Vancouver, B.C. V6M 4B8
Dr. Fred G. Stulberg, " Westaate Cres., Downsvlew, Ont. M3H IP7
Ed Richardson, P.O. Box 939, Leaaue City, Texas 77S73
Edmund A. Harris, 62()-7S Avenue N.W., caJ&ary, Alta. T2K OP9
Edward J. Whiting, 2S Kin&s Circle, Malvern, Pa. 193SS
Nine &lttlna; three elected each year for a three-year term :
1975-77: C . R. McNeil, D. G. Rosenblat, George B. Uewellyn
1976-78: David Verity, Michael Dlcketts, Oarencc Stllllons
1977-79: Robert H . Pratt (chairman), James C. Lchr, Guy des Rlvieres
(FOR OTHER OFFICERS, SEB MASTiiEAD ON INDEX PAGE)

ANNUAL CONVENTION
To All Concerned:
The Board of Governors of the British North America Philatelic Society will meet
at the annual convention on Wednesday, September 14, 1977 at the hotel in Edmonton
which will house the annual meeting.
It is expected that department heads will meet with the Board during the morning
hours, and the Board will go into executive session In the afternoon. It would be appreciated if those department heads who cannot arrive in time to make the morning
meeting would advise me at th eir earliest conveni ence as to when they might appear,
so that in special instances we can schedule them during the afternoon.
An agenda will be posted upon my return from Europe in late June, 1977.
ROBERT H. PRATT, Chairman
Board of Governors

From the Secretary

EDWARD J. WHITING

Malvern, Pa.
April IS, 1977

New Members
3480
3569
3S96
3589
3592
3600
3608
3613
3614
3617
3619
3620
3621
3623
3624
362S
3626
3628
3631

Corbett, Capt. H. L., HQ Canadian Forces Europe, CF PO 5000. Canada KOK 3RO
Latun, Daniel J., Rt. 3, Box 630, Melbourne Beach, F L 329St
Hebert, Richar d S., P.O. Box 603, Auburn, NY 13021
Stechysin, D. W., 3196 Noorduyn, St. Laurent, Que. H4R IA2
Thome, Dennis G ., 4914-43 St., Yellowknife, N.W.T. XOE tHO
Fallahay, Michael J ., 7309 Drexel Or., University Ciry, MO 63130
Neuman, Leonard, 43-197 Dauphin Ave., Pentlcton, B.C. V2A 3S3
Kilpatrick, Margaret E., 2991 Alma Rd., Vancouver, B.C. V6R 3S7
Kelley, Kenneth S., P .O. Box 1411, Crestline, CA 92325
Hoyles, Frank, P .O. Box Sl4, Blenheim, Ont. NOP lAO
Kent. Maurice Bernard, 841 Warwick St., Woodstock, Ont. N4S 4RS
Maguire, John S. Jr., Vernon, B.C. (contact through BNAPS Secretary)
Holinshead, Perry, 38S Northmount Dr. N .W., Calaary, Alta. T2K 3H4
Maloney, Edward 1., 26 S. Onota St., Pittsfield, MA 01201
Bowen, Donald, Box 3564, Station D , Edmonton. Alta. T5L 417
Bush, John T ., 80S8 French St., Vancouver, B.C. V6P 4WI
Worthey, Dale, 4139 Juliet, Houston, TX 77087
Krlz, John Jerome Ill , 3306 H ayes St., Evanston, IL 60201
Oalbrallh, Miss Bev, 27 Yorkview Dr., Wlllowdale, Ont. M2N 2R9
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Applica tions Pe nding

3640
3641
3642
3643
3644
3645
3646
3647

(Addresses for these appeared in the Iss ue in which they were
Membership")
H anson , George T.
3630 McQuay, John B.
Grimm, Paul H.
3632 Kiss, Andrew, M.D .
3633 Hansen, Thomas Jo n
Grace, John P.
3634 Hewitt, C hauncey
Andrews, Carol L .
Stultz, James R.
3635 Thomas, Charles B.
Dussault, Pierre
3636 Taylor, R. H.
Mliler, James E.
3637 Adams, James M .
3638 Fallc. Henry
Raffaele, Norman L.
3639 Oynia, Michael

first listed as "Applications for

3588
3602
3612
3615
3616
3618
3622
3627
3629

Raley, James H .
Oingenthal, H arry F .
Fawcett, W. M .
Mook, John W .
Chen , Thomas
Geyer, Eimer William
Stryjek, Michael D.
Tremblay, Roger Yves
Oaneau. Normand

Applications for Membership
3648
3649
3650
3651
36~2

3653
3654
36SS

3656

(Objections must be flied with the Sec retary ImmediatelY upon publication)
HARRIMAN, Gregory V., 1910 S.E . Stark St., Portland, OR 97214 C WPG Tal!lling Erro rsPaper Varieties-coil Varieties. Proposed by R. A. Lee, 2470
LEITCH, Malcolm Fraser, 1486 Glenview Ave .. Kelowna, B.C. VIY 3P6 C 19th Century Canada,
tOe Small Queen, cents Issue, fancy cancellations, squared ci rcle cancellations. Proposed by
H. P . Milpacher, 3023. seconded by D. B. Crane, 1139.
CARR, Ronald 1.. M.D., 3800 E. Colfax Ave., Denver, CO 80206 C Canada and Newfoundland,
mint slngles a nd blocks, 19 and 20 Cent; plate blocks, coils, OHMs-G. booklets and mintpanes. precancels, mint airmails, literature. Proposed by 1. L. Wilkinson, 2996.
STEFANIK, Audie Lawrence Gordon, 2JS P a rk Ridge Hill S.E., Calgary, Alta. T2J 4Z7 C Canada,
Newfoundland, Canada Admirals . Proposed by J . Payne, 2175, seconded by E. A. Harris, 729.
STAGER, Phillip J. , No. 230, 700 Seventh St. S.W., Washington, DC 20024 C Canada singles mint
and u sed 20th Cent., mint and used booklet panes a nd complete booklets, F ederal revenues.
Proposed by G . F. H ansen, 2203.
SISMAN , John Eades, 90 Holgate--404, Barrie, Ont. UN 2T9 0 Canada and Provinces-all categories. Proposed by E. J . Whitina, L-61.
STIRTZJNGER, Gordon, R.R. 3, St. Catharlnes, Ont. L2R 6P9 C Squared Circles. Proposed by
N. A. Pelletier, 1268, seconded by A. L. Steinhart, 2010.
TRIMBLE, Ralph E., 126 Burrows H all Blvd., Agincourt , Ont. M t B JM6 C Oddities and varieties;
Canada and U.S. revenues and reaular issues. Propased by W. C. Rockett, 249.
URE, Donald A ., 6706 Emerald Lake Or., Troy, Mf 48098 C Canada mint s ingles, blocks, FDC,
used classics. Proposed by G. C. Carr, 1890. seconded by W . C. Allen, 3098.

Resignations Received and Accepted
2512 Trankner, Harry, 35 Hardalc C r., Hamilton, Ont. L8T 1X7
1928 Whitby, Lawrence A., 112 Mary St., Barrie, Ont. JAN IT4

Changes of Addreu

3459
3 136
3522
3545
419
452
291 8
3387
1773
3371

Adams, John C. J r., P .O. Box 27~. Auburn, WA 98002
Anthes, Leonard J ., P.O. Box 1107, Shediac, N .B. EOA 3GO
Billings, F. L., No. 32, 94-0eorge Henry Blvd. , Willowdale, Ont. M2J IE7
Blake, Nell B., R.D. 5, Box 430, Red L ion, PA 17356
Bodwell, G. L., Wilkinson Rd .. R.R. 2, Mill Bay, B.C. VOR 2PO
Bouvier, J oseph R., 3308 Woodburn Village Dr .. Apt. T-2, Annandale, VA 22003
Danchak, George Jr. , Box 1885, Stallon B., Montreal, Que. H3B 3U
Davis, W . Worth , 31 Bidwell St .. Tillsonburg, Ont. N4G 3T4
Harmer, CyrU H . C., 20 W ildcroft Manor. Putney H eath, London SWIS 3TS, England
Lyon, Gary J., P .O. Box 482, Bathurst, N.B . E2A 3Z4
Skrepnek, Raymond 1., Box 1295, Port Elgin, Ont. NOH 2CO
Stonier, Peter F ., M .D., No. 301, 2224 !::ton St., Vancouver, B.C. V5L JC8
Thomson V. R., 24859-128 Place S.E., Kent, WA 98031

1224
3405
3464
1778
1719
3365
3509
3 115

Returned Mail
(Any information to correct address will be appreciated)
Little, Phil ip Jr., 490 Highcroft Rd., Wayzata, MN 55391
Nanson, Richard D ., 541 -22 nd St., Rock Jsland . JL 61201
Olson, Mark, 42 E . Broadway, Vancouver. B.C. V5T JV6 (moved)
Padbury, Melvern H. , 2493 W. First St., Apt. 205, Vancouver, B.C. V6K tGS
Seidel, Raymond E. , M. D., 1901 Porter St., Philadelphia, PA 1914~
Felnroth, Bruce, 3991 Sunset Ave., Seaford , NY 11783
Jende, He inz 1., 509 Falgarwood Rd. , Oakville, Ont. L6H INS (moved)
Stanwick, Dr. Richard S., 685 Bannatyne Ave., Winnipeg, Man. R3E OWl (moved)

3375
2688
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MEMBERSHIP RECAP
Me mbers as of March 15, 1977
New Members added April

i's:...i.97·i ··:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

JS32
19
ISS!
2

Resianations Received and Accepted
Members as of April IS, 1977

1549
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Applications pending .............. ...................... ...................................................... 26
New Applications for Membership
............................ .................................... 9
Delinquent Members ('77 dues) ...... ........................
..................................... 205
May IS, 1977
3602
3612
3615
3618
3629
3630
3633
3636
3638
3640
3642
3643
3644
3646
3647
3649
3651
3656

New Members
Di.ngenthal. Harry F., 2309 Northumberland, Garland, TX 7S041
Fawcett , W. M., 465 VIctoria Ave., Chatham, Ont. N7L 3B4
Mook, J ohn W., 211 S. Lorraine, Wichita, KS 6721 I
Geyer, Elmer William, 19171 Mansfield, Detroit, Ml 48235
Daneau, Normand, P.O. Box 442, Princeville, Que. GOP lEO
McQuay, John B., P.O. Box 150, Mlndemoya, Ont. POP ISO
Hansen, Thomas Jon, 346 Carroll St., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Taylor, R. H ., 9 Dombey Pl., Brampton, Ont. L6T IPI
Fal.k, H enry, P.O. Box 244, Shelburne, N .S. BOT 1WO
Hanso n, George T., P.O. Box 417, Columbia Falls, MT 59912
Grace, J ohn P., 28 Manning Ave., Peterborough, Ont. X9H 4W3
Andrews, Carol L., 2661-1 Marilee Lane, Houston, TX 770S7
Stultz, James R., 1216 Sixth St., Moundsville, WV 26041
Miller, James E., 2780 Temple St., Sarasota, FL 33579
Raffaele, Norman L., P.O. Box 237, Grlmsby, Ont. L3M 4G4
Leitch, Malcolm Fraser, 1486 Glenview Ave., Kelowna, B.C. VIY 3P6
Stefanik, Audle Lawrence Gordon, 215 Park Ridge Hill S.E., Calgary, Alia. T2J 4Z7
Ure, Donald A ., 6706 Emerald Lake Dr., Troy, Ml 48098

3588
3616
3622
3627
3632
3634

Applications Pending
(Addresses for these appeared In the issue in which they were first listed as
" Applications for Membership")
Raley, James H .
3635 Tho mas, Cbades B.
3650 Carr, Ronald I., M.D.
36S2 Stager, Phillip J .
Chen, Thomas
3637 Adams, James M.
Stryjek, Michael D .
3639 Dynla, Michael
3653 Sisman, John Eades
Tremblay, Roger Yves
3641 Grimm, Paul H.
3654 Stlrtzinger, Gordon
Kiss, Andrew, M.D.
3645 Dussault, Pierre
3655 Trimble, Ralph E.
H ewitt, Chauncey
3648 Harriman, Greaory V.

Applicatio ns for Membership
(Objections must be filed with the Secretary Immediately upon publication)
3657 ANDERMAN, Michael , No. 706, 11307- 99 Ave., Edmonton, Alta. T5K OH2 C Canada and Newfoundland Postal Stationery; Postmarks and Postal Markings on Postal Cards. Proposed by
by E. J. Whiting, L-61.
36~8 COULSON, George, 125 Traverse St., Waterbury, CT 06704 C Canada general, singles and blocks.
Revenues. Also U.S., Canal Zone, U.N., Roosevelt. Proposed by W. C. Rockett, 249.
36S9 SEYMOUR, E ric G ., 3 Third Ave., Kingston, Ont. X.7K 214 C Canada-mint, used, covers, cancellalions, logos-all. Also Motorcycle stamps. Proposed by E. J. Whiting, L-61.
3660 DRURY, E. M. (Mrs.), 127 AUenby Ave., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 1T2 C postage stamps and covers
of the Admiral period including the 1906-28 Postage Dues. Proposed by F. G. Stulberg, 2290,
seconded by George Wegg, 308.
3661 DAY, John Edward, 19134 Cherry Creek Rd., Auburn, CA 95603 C Canada: specialize in Q.E . II
detioitives, also interested in semi-official airs, Revenues and King George V Issues. Proposed
by E. J. Whiting, IAil.
3662 DORY, Aladar B., 329 Stowe Court, Canata, Ont. K2K 1Z6 C General; Canada, U.S.A., Switzerland , Austria, Czechoslovakia, HUllj!ary, B.N.A. Topical; gem stones on stamps. Proposed by
D. W. Lingard, 3377.
3663 PER OFF, Dr. Jolui, 360 Camelot Dr., North Bay, Ont. PlA 3K7 C Canada Plate Blocks. Proposed by E. J. Whiting, Ul.
3664 WEGMAN, William G., 10 Hilltop Dr., Manotick, Ont. KOA 2NO C Canada, B.N.A., especially
Admirals and Booklets. Proposed by D. W. Linga rd, 3377.
3665 McLAREN, Scott, 1567 Scdlescomb Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L4X lMS. Proposed by E. J . Whiting, Ul.
3666 COCHRANE, William, 13 Edgebrook Rd., Ottawa, Ont. K2H 6C2 C Canadian circular date cancels
on cover; Scottish postal histo ry; Flag Cancels; Canadian postmarks. Proposed by D . W.
Llngard, 3377, seconded by G . Jansen, 346S.
Resignations Received and Accepted
2731 Brakefleld-Moore, Robert S., Ste. 25, 129 Lenore St., Winnipeg, Man. R3G 2C2
2970 Emmett, N orman, P.O. Box 651, Knowlton, Que. JOE JVO
2818 Jackson, Ralph M., 75 Albert St., No. 503, London, Ont. N6A 1L7
1454 Meyer, Joseph, 2720 Montreal Cr., Regina, Sask. S4P 2WS
2882 Szeker, Joseph F., 11 Colmar Pl., Unit 18, Dundas, Ont. L9H 4Ll
Cha nges of Address
3270 Carver, J . S., 73 Widdicombe Hill Blvd. No. 514, Weston, Ont. M9R 483
3556 Davis, Brian, Box 765, Cochrane, Alta. TOL OWO
3303 Gschwendtner, Joseph G., 6S24 E. Costilla Pl., Englewood, CO 80110
3039 Griffis, Gary, P.O. Box 62, Pointe Claire, Dorval, Que. H9R 4N9
28S2 Johnson, Charles, 31 Linden Terrace, Ottawa, Ont. LIS IZt
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2792
2833
8S7
1036
3530
3429
2754

2779
2415
3464
1778
1719

Kerzner, Theodor, Apt. 3604, 44 Charles St. W ., Toronto, Ont. M4Y IRS
Machin, Frank R., Box 1628, Victoria, B.C. V8W2X7
M cGrath, Edward, 39 Chaplin Ave., St. Catharlnes, Ont. L2R 2E4
McLellan, Hubert M., 4540-Slh Ave. N.E., No . 1206, Seatlle, WA 98105
Schachter, R .• 5710 Royalmount Ave., Town of Mo unt Royal, Que. H4P JKS
Stobemack, Just., Il lS La ke Wapta Pl. S.E.. Calgary, Alta.
Symmes, William D ., 1275- 15th St., Apt. 191, Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Returned Mail
(Any information to correct address will be appreciated)
Law, Carl Edl!ar, Box 410. Station H , Montreal, Que. H 30 2Lt
Narbonne, R. F., R.R. 2, Lawrencetown Rd., Dartmouth, N.S. B2W 3X7
Olson, Mark, 42 E. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. VST JV6
Padbury M elvern H ., 2493 W. First St., Apt. 205, Vancouver, B.C. V6K IGS
Seidel, Raymond E., M .D., 1901 Po rter St., Philadelphia, PA 1914S
MEMBE RS HIP RE CAP
Members as of April I S, 1977 ............................... .. .
New Members added May I S, 1977 ............................ ...................................

IS49
18
1567

Resignations Received and Accepted ........

5

Members as of M ay IS, 1977 .................................................................................... 1562
Applications pending ........... ............................................................................ .
17 I S79
New Applications for Membe rsbjp ..................................................................
II 1590
Delinquent Members (unpaid '77 dues) ......................... ................................
199 1391

LETIERS TO THE ED ITO R
W . T. Pollit:z: Receives Awards
Members of BNAPS who have known
him wiU welcome the recent presentation
by the Philatelic Group of Boston to M r.
W. T . P ollitz of its Lester Downing Memorial Award, for his contributions to
philately. Designed to h onor the late eminent collector of Newfoundland postal history, the award gives recognition to the
role Mr. Pollitz played in the creation of
Downing's own holdings. That the initial
recipient bas been a dealer rather than a
collector demonstrates that the philatelist's
best friend is p erhaps not his pocketbook
but such a dealer with knowledge, experience and integrity. BNAPS members familiar with Mr. Pollitz from his auctions
and from conventions will attest to all of
these qualities.
Mr. Pollitz's retirement at the end of
this past year brought to a close some 55
years as a Boston dealer, during which he
gained both an international clientele and
their respect. He did not suffer fools gladly
- collectors not of stamps but of gum
amongst them - but be was as capable of
infinite patience with a youngster as with
the advanced collector seeking information.
And for many to gain M r. Pollitz's confidence and cooperation was in itself an
accolade.
- John Alden, #2662

Joggin Mines
With reference to the letter from Mr.
Keith Elliott re Joggin Mines cancels which
appeared in the March-April issue of
Topics, may I reply as follows:
The 3 cent Small Queen is, as yet, not
known with the crossroads cancel. and the
only covers which I h ave sighted all bear
either Q.V. Maple Leaf or Numeral
stamps, in most cases the 8 cent stamp to
cover the registration rate.
F urther research into the subject would
indicate that the Crossroads cork cancel
was introduced by R. W. Ripley who held
the position of postmaster at J oggin Mines
from 1-12-94 to 1916, the practice of using
this cork cancel presumably ceasing on instructions from a higher authority.
- R. B. Mitchell
Chesapeake Bay Group?
We are interested in forming a regional
BNAPS Group. Our region might be defined as around the Chesapeake Bay area,
or anyone willing to commute into the
Washington, D .C. area. We h ave had an
initial get together at NA'PEX and find all
most interested in pursuing this regional
group. BNAPSers may contact me at the
following address or at our next meeting
at BALPEX. (Baltimore, Md.)
-John T. Burnett
3060 Forrest Lane
York
Pa. 17402
U.S.A.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMEN1S
RATES: 15 cents per word per insertion, payable with copy in advance. Copy for
classified advertisements should be sent to Dr. Groten, Box 30, Fishkill, N.Y. 12524, U.S.A.
The Editorial Board of BNAPS Topics reserve the right to accept or rejed
any submitted advertisement based upon Its own consideration at the
time of submiuion.

FOR

SALE

OUR MAIL AUCTIONS - always feature a large
Canada section Including better alngles, seta,
covera and cancels. Free copy on requeat.
Vance Auctiona, Box 267, Smithville, Ontario,
Canada LOR 2AO.

I U Y,

S E l l,

EX C H A N 0 E

CANAD IAN REVENUES - collections sing lea, accumulations. Buy, tell, trade. Pollak, 1236 F
los Angeles Avenue, Simi Valley, Calif. 93065.

CANADA MINT-USED - Blocks, Perfins, R.P.O.,
Squared Circlea, Fancy Cancela, B.N.A., Precancels, Stationery. Worldwide at two-thirds
Scott. Greenwood Stamp Company, Box 463,
Shearwater, N.S. BOJ 3AO.

ADMIRAL REFERENCE LIST- Complete only
$1 .00. Hans Reiche, 22 Chapleau Ave., Ottawa, Ont, KlM 1E2.

WANTED

Canada, Newfoundland
And Other B.N.A.
Basutoland, Falkland Islands and
other British Common wealth.

CANADA VARIETIES AND ERRORS - current list
of offerings available from Robert A. lee, P.O.
Box 937, Vernon, B.C., Canada V1 T 6MB.

Mint,

Used, On Cover, Single Rarities, Collections, Accumulations Bought and
Sold.

SUNNY ALBERTA - Send your "Calgary" to Ed
but Keith Spencer needa your Edmonton and
all Alberta cancela. Small Queena to present.
Also postcard views. 3659- 109 St, Edmonton,
Alberta T6J 1C2.

JOHN H. TALMAN
BOX 70, ADELAIDE STREET P.O .
TORONTO, ONT. M5C 2H8
PHONE (416) 863-1465

CANADIAN REVENUES - Send your want list
and I'll send mine, sell or trade, Y.l Sisson salso, I will buy best 1967-73 Definitive eollec·
lion offered. Must be mounted, catalogued
and identified, P, Kennedy, Suite 100, 55 York
St., Toronto, Ont.
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Visit our store at 37 Vidorla Street,
Downtown Toronto

LIT ERA TURE

START

A

NEW BOOKS OR OLD TITLES
If we haven't got what you want

we'll make an effort to get it.

REGIONAL

Philately In Pri nt

B NAPS

Box 508, Station 'S'
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

GROUP

M5M 4L8

Phone (416) 388-8823 & 488-8017

BNA WANT LISTS WILL BRING RESULTS
Postage, O fficia ls, Revenues, Pla te Blocks, etc.

L. B. DAVENPORT
7 JACK ES A VENUE, APA RTMENT 308

TORONTO 7, ONTAR IO, CAN ADA

ESSAYS FOR
U.S. ADHESIVE POSTAGE STAMPS
CLARENCE

W. B RAZER

With the publication of Clarence W. Brazer's classic work, Essays for U.S. Adhesive
Postage Stamps, in 1941, interest in essay collecting increased tremendously. Unfortunately for today's essay enthusiasts, however, Brazer's richly-illustrated book, the
definitive work on essays, has long been out of print and commands high prices at rare
book auctions.
Now Quarterman Publications, in a handsome 320-page hardcover edition, has
reprinted Brazer's book, together with selected addenda, which originally appeared in
The American Philatelist; a Brazer article on types of essays and proofs; a table that
converts the old Scott numbering system used by Brazer to the present system: and an
index that shows which of the original listings have been supplemented or corrected in
the addenda. The Quarterman reprint also features an article on Brazer and essay-proof
collecting by the well-known philatelic writer and editor Barbara R. Meuller, the first
woman to win the American Philatelic Society's coveted Luff Award for distinguished
philatelic research for her books Common Sense Philately and United States Postage
Stamps: How to Collect, Understand and Enjoy Them and a specialist in the field
of essay-proof collecting. By including this material with Brazer's original book,
Quarterman has produced an indispensable reference work for all collectors.

$25.00 (Postpaid)

QUARTERMAN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
5 South Union Street
Lawrence, Massachu setts 01843
BN A TOPICS / JULY-AUG UST, 1977
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B.N.A.

COVERS

We always have over 5,000 B.N.A. covers in stock
Selections gladly sent SNAPS members
on approva l

NEW ENGLAND STAMP COMPANY
BNAPS

Established 1893

ASDA

643 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
NAPLES, FLORIDA, U.S.A. 33940
ct

J & B STAMP

AUCTIONS

APS

SNAPS

RPSC

COLLIER'S
PHILATELIC ENTERPRISE

Our Stamp Auctions comprise many hundreds
of lots estimated from $5 to $450 or more.
Each sale strong in Canada and provinces
material Includin g many valuable sets and
scarce single items from early to modern
issues. All lots are fully and accurately described In the catalogues and to auist postal
bidders catalogue values are stated.

WRITE TODAY FOR A FREE CATALOGU E
604/ 492-7017 604/.493-0685
102-769 WINNIPEG STREET
PENTICTON, B.C. CAN.
V2A 5N2
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Specializing In

CANADA
AND
BRITISH AMERICA
210 SOUTH MAINE - SUITE 103
P.O. BOX 486
DONNA, TEXAS 78537

GEORGE COLLIER

VERA COLLIER

TELEPHONE (512) 464-2881

CANADIAN REVENUES
100 different Canadian revenues $12.50
Wont lists invited
Regular Moilsoles and Newsletters.
14 page illustrated Canada revenue
price list 25c
We Buy and Sell Worldwide revenues

COV ERS FO R SA LE
CANADIA N POSTAL HISTORY
RPOs, Squared Circles, Potriotics Stompleu,

E-RLING S. J . VAN DAM

Early Favour, Postal Stationery Flogs,

P.O. BOX 1417
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA
K9J 7H6
TELEPHO NE (705) 745-7757

Rates, Small Queens, Numerals, Edwards

LINDNER* T

References or BNAPS Membership Number

Admirals and many other categories

The new unique hingcless LINDNER • T (Transparent) The Transparent album that allows you
to sec both sides without removing Ute stamps.
30 PAGE ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST
FRBB ON REQUEST
Write or visit our store:

Selections sent on approval
Please state wants

ALLAN L. STEINHA RT

MANFRED WALTHER
866 Klop ton Rd. - Toronto, Ont. M4E 1S3
Telepho ner (416) 694-2333
Member: CSOA GPS RPSC BNAPS
In USA: Uodou P llbUcatlont, IDe.
Box 912 • S71"11RR. N .Y. 13211

Apt. 915, 80 Orand Ravine Drive
Dow nsview, Ontario, Canada MSV 112

CANADIAN

CANCELLATIONS
ON OR OFF COVER
Squared Circles - 4-Ring Numerals - 2-Ring Numera ls
Flags - RPOs - Fa ncy - Military - Towns, etc.
W HAT DO YOU NEED?

J I M A. H E N N 0 K L T D.
TELEPHONE (416) 363-7757

43 ADELAIDE ST. EAST

TORONTO, ONTARIO MSC 1J4
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CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN
Membership Secretary:

D. F. SESSIONS
56 Hoyle Court Road, Baildon, Shipley, West Yorks, England

For all a spects of B.N.A. PHILATELY: 'MAPLE LEAVES'
£3-50 PER YEAR

Publ ished fi ve times per year
•

WRITE FOR SPECIMEN COPY •

1978 LYMAN CA·NADA
NEW LOOK CATALOGUE FACTS
26th ANNIVERSARY E DITION
I ) 3,S22 surprising price ci)anges.
2 ) Biggest printing to date.
3)

No rth America's Number One.seUlng exclusively Canada Stamp Catalogue.
PRICE $2 .00 EACH
$2. SO VIA SAFE R AND F ASTER
FIRST CLASS MAIL
COMMEMORATIVES USED

Sold coast to coast In Canada
Obtainable from your dealer or from us

CHARLTON INTERNA TION A L
PUBLISHING INC.
299 QUEEN STREET WEST
TORONTO, ONT., CANADA MSV 1Z9
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CANADA'S FIRST CENTS ISSUE
The 1859 CENTS issue is one of the most
popular of Canada. Currently I have almo st
750 copies on hand, including over 100 copies
of the 1Oc Con sort, and the 17c Cartier. In
addition I can offer nice selections of the
large and Small Queens, and, in fact, a ll of
Canada. Fu rther, I can offer most Newfoundland, including many In multiples. Furthermore, monthly lists of the British Common·
wealth are a lso available.
I am also interested in buying better items
from all of the above areas.

PETER SINGER
P.O . Box 67548
Vancouver, B.C., Cana da V5W 31'9
Member ASOA, PTS.

We Have Moved
TO LARGER AND MORE SPACIOUS PREMISES

300 BAY STREET
SUITE 703
Corner of Bay and Adelaide Streets
Our Phone Number
Remains the Same

(416) 363-7777
We Look Forward to Welcome You There.

r. rna reach & son ~:..=-Pa
330 BAY ST., BTE.703 • TCRONTC, CANADA MeSH Rea • G418J 383·7777

8INCII 1 8a4

OCTOBER 5-6 AUCTION
FINE

CANADA

NEWFOUNDLAND
THE

PROVINCES
U.S.A.
FOREIGN

BRITISH

COMMONWEALTH

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES $3.00
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO CATALOGUES AND PRICES REALIZED
FOR NEXT 20 SESSIONS - $10.00

(Ontario residents add 7% S.T.)

J. N. SISSONS LIMITED
SUITE 27

OFFICE MEZZANINE

KING EDWARD HOTEL

37 KING STREET
TORONTO, CANADA MSC 1 E9
Cables: Sistamp, Toronto
Phone(416)3~6003

